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Abstract. We establish characterizations of the radial weights ω on the unit disc such that
the Bergman projection Pω, induced by ω, is bounded and/or acts surjectively from L
8 to the
Bloch space B, or the dual of the weighted Bergman space A1ω is isomorphic to the Bloch space
under the A2ω-pairing. We also solve the problem posed by Dostanic´ in 2004 of describing
the radial weights ω such that Pω is bounded on the Lebesgue space L
p
ω, under a weak
regularity hypothesis on the weight involved. With regard to Littlewood-Paley estimates, we
characterize the radial weights ω such that the norm of any function in Apω is comparable to
the norm in Lpω of its derivative times the distance from the boundary. This last-mentioned
result solves another well-known problem on the area. All characterizations can be given
in terms of doubling conditions on moments and/or tail integrals
ş1
r
ωptqdt of ω, and are
therefore easy to interpret.
1. Introduction and main results
Projections are essential building blocks of the concrete operator theory on spaces of ana-
lytic functions. One cornerstone is to characterize their boundedness which together with its
multiple consequences makes it a pivotal topic in the theory [3, 6, 7, 18]. Indeed, bounded
analytic projections can be used to establish duality relations and to obtain useful equivalent
norms in spaces of analytic functions [2, 15, 21, 23, 25, 35].
The question of when the Bergman projection Pω induced by a radial weight ω on the unit
disc is a bounded operator from one space into another is of primordial importance in the
theory of Bergman spaces. The long-standing problem of describing the radial weights ω such
that Pω is bounded on the Lebesgue space L
p
ω had been known to experts since decades before
it was formally posed by Dostanic´ in 2004 [10]. A natural limit case of this setting is when Pω
acts from L8 to the Bloch space. The surjectivity of the operator becomes another relevant
question in this limit case.
Key words and phrases. Bergman space, Bergman projection, Bloch space, bounded mean oscillation, dou-
bling weight, Littlewood-Paley formula.
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The main findings of this study are shortly listed as follows. We establish characterizations
of the radial weights ω on the unit disc such that Pω : L
8 Ñ B is bounded and/or acts
surjectively, or the dual of the weighted Bergman space A1ω is isomorphic to the Bloch space B
under the A2ω-pairing. We also solve the problem posed by Dostanic´ under a weak regularity
hypothesis on the weight involved. With regard to Littlewood-Paley estimates, we describe
the radial weights ω such that the norm of any function in the weighted Bergman space Apω
is comparable to the norm in Lpω of its derivative times the distance from the boundary. This
last-mentioned result solves another well-known problem on the area. All characterizations
can be given in terms of doubling conditions on moments and/or tail integrals
ş1
r
ωptq dt of ω,
and are therefore easy to interpret.
Let HpDq denote the space of analytic functions in the unit disc D “ tz P C : |z| ă 1u.
For a nonnegative function ω P L1pr0, 1qq, the extension to D, defined by ωpzq “ ωp|z|q for all
z P D, is called a radial weight. For 0 ă p ă 8 and such an ω, the Lebesgue space Lpω consists
of measurable functions such that
}f}p
L
p
ω
“
ż
D
|fpzq|pωpzq dApzq ă 8,
where dApzq “ dx dy
π
is the normalized area measure on D. The corresponding weighted
Bergman space is Apω “ L
p
ω X HpDq. Throughout this paper pωpzq “ ş1|z| ωpsq ds ą 0 for all
z P D, for otherwise Apω “ HpDq.
For a radial weight ω, the orthogonal Bergman projection Pω from L
2
ω to A
2
ω is
Pωpfqpzq “
ż
D
fpζqBωz pζqωpζqdApζq,
where Bωz are the reproducing kernels of A
2
ω. As usual, A
p
α stands for the classical weighted
Bergman space induced by the standard radial weight ωpzq “ pα ` 1qp1 ´ |z|2qα, Bαz are the
kernels of A2α, and Pα denotes the corresponding Bergman projection.
It is well-known that the standard weighted Bergman projection Pα is bounded and onto
from the space L8 of bounded measurable functions to the Bloch space B, which consists of
f P HpDq such that }f}B “ supzPD |f
1pzq|p1 ´ |z|2q ` |fp0q| ă 8. This raises the question of
which properties of a radial weight ω are determinative for Pω : L
8 Ñ B to be bounded? And
what makes the embedding B Ă PωpL
8q continuous? These questions maybe paraphrased in
terms of the dual space of A1ω because the dual pA
1
ωq
‹ can be identified with PωpL
8q under
the A2ω-pairing
xf, gyA2ω “ limrÑ1´
ż
D
frpzqgpzqωpzq dApzq.
It is known that pA1αq
‹ » B and B‹0 » A
1
α under the A
2
α-pairing. Here B0 stands for the little
Bloch space which consists of f P HpDq such that f 1pzqp1 ´ |z|2q Ñ 0, as |z| Ñ 1´.
The first main result of this paper characterizes the class of radial weights such that Pω :
L8 Ñ B is bounded, and establishes the corresponding natural duality relations, under our
initial hypothesis on the positivity of pω. To state the result, some more notation is needed.
A radial weight ω belongs to the class pD if the tail integral pω satisfies the doubling propertypωprq ď Cpωp1`r
2
q for some constant C “ Cpωq ě 1 and for all 0 ď r ă 1. We give a glimpse
of how weights in the class pD behave. If ω tends to zero too fast, for example exponentially,
when approaching the boundary, then obviously ω cannot belong to pD. However, the growth
of ω P pD to infinity is not restricted because each increasing weight belongs to pD, and hence,
in particular, pω may tend to zero much slower than any positive power of the distance to the
boundary. The containment in pD also restricts the oscillation of ω, yet permits it to vanish
identically in a relatively large part of each outer annulus of D. Concrete examples illustrating
some characteristic properties and/or strange behavior of weights in pD will be represented in
the forthcoming sections, see also [24, Chapter 1].
Theorem 1. Let ω be a radial weight. Then the following statements are equivalent:
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(i) Pω : L
8 Ñ B is bounded;
(ii) There exists C “ Cpωq ą 0 such that for each L P pA1ωq
‹ there is a unique g P B such
that Lpfq “ xf, gyA2ω for all f P A
1
ω with }g}B ď C}L}, that is, pA
1
ωq
‹ Ă B via the
A2ω-pairing;
(iii) There exists C “ Cpωq ą 0 such that for each L P B‹0 there is a unique g P A
1
ω such
that Lpfq “ xf, gyA2ω for all f P B0 with }g}A1ω ď C}L}, that is, B
‹
0 Ă A
1
ω via the
A2ω-pairing;
(iv) ω P pD.
One of the main obstacles in the proof of Theorem 1 and throughout this work is the lack
of explicit expressions for the Bergman reproducing kernel Bωz . For a radial weight ω, the
kernel has the representation Bωz pζq “
ř
enpzqenpζq for each orthonormal basis tenu of A
2
ω,
and therefore we are basically forced to work with the formula Bωz pζq “
ř8
n“0
pzζqn
2ω2n`1
induced
by the normalized monomials. Here ω2n`1 are the odd moments of ω, and in general from
now on we write ωx “
ş1
0
rxωprq dr for all x ě 0. Therefore the influence of the weight to the
kernel is transmitted by its moments through this infinite sum, and nothing more than that
can be said in general. This is in stark contrast with the neat expression p1´ zζq´p2`αq of the
standard Bergman kernel Bαz which is easy to work with as it is zero-free and its modulus is
essentially constant in hyperbolically bounded regions. In general, the Bergman reproducing
kernel induced by a radial weight may have a wild behavior in the sense that for a given radial
weight ω there exists another radial weight ν such that A2ω “ A
2
ν , but B
ν
z have zeros, see [8,
Proof of Theorem 2] and also [30]. The proof of Theorem 1 draws strongly on [25, Theorem 1],
which says, in particular, that›››pBωz qpNq›››p
A
p
ν
—
ż |z|
0
pνptqpωptqpp1´ tqppN`1q dt` 1 (1.1)
for ω, ν P pD. It is of course the special case N “ 1 “ p that plays a role in the proof of
Theorem 1. For ω P pD we have ωx — pω ´1´ 1x`1¯, and therefore, as the moments are involved
in the kernel, the appearance of the tail integrals on the right hand side of (1.1) is natural. This
also implies ω P pD if and only if there exists a constant C “ Cpωq ą 1 such that ωx ď Cω2x
for all 0 ď x ă 8. Thus the containment in pD can be equally well stated in terms of the tail
integrals as the moments.
As for characterizing the continuous embedding of B into PωpL
8q, we write ω PM if there
exist constants C “ Cpωq ą 1 and K “ Kpωq ą 1 such that ωx ě CωKx for all x ě 1.
Theorem 2. Let ω be radial weight. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists C “ Cpωq ą 0 such that for each f P B there is g P L8 such that
Pωpgq “ f and }g}L8 ď C}f}B, that is, B is continuously embedded into PωpL
8q;
(ii) There exists C “ Cpωq ą 0 such that
ˇˇ
xf, gyA2ω
ˇˇ
ď C}g}B}f}A1ω for all f P A
1
ω and
g P B, that is, each g P B induces an element of pA1ωq
‹ via the A2ω-pairing;
(iii) There exists C “ Cpωq ą 0 such that
ˇˇ
xg, fyA2ω
ˇˇ
ď C}g}B}f}A1ω for all f P A
1
ω and
g P B0, that is, each f P A
1
ω induces an element of B
‹
0 via the A
2
ω-pairing;
(iv) ω P M.
In view of Theorems 1 and 2, it is tempting to think that a kind of reverse doubling
condition for tail integrals would characterize the continuous embedding B Ă PωpL
8q, and
thus the class M as well. But unfortunately this is not the case. Namely, by writing ω P qD
if there exist constants K “ Kpωq ą 1 and C “ Cpωq ą 1 such that pωprq ě Cpω `1´ 1´r
K
˘
for all 0 ď r ă 1, we have qD ( M by Proposition 14 below. Therefore it is not enough to
consider the tail integrals but we must indeed work with a true moment condition, and that is
of course more difficult. The reason why M contains in a sense much worse weights than qD is
that the global moment integral may easily eat up irregularities of the weight that make the
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tail condition of qD to fail. That is how a family of counter examples is constructed to get the
proposition.
To prove Theorem 2 we first show that (iii) implies (iv) by testing with two appropriate
families of analytic (lacunary) polynomials. Then, assuming ω P M, for each f P B we con-
struct an explicit preimage g P L8 such that }g}L8 ď C}Pωpgq}B “ C}f}B, and thus obtain
(i). In order to do this, we use properties of smooth universal Cesa´ro basis of polynomials [21,
Section 5.2], a description of the coefficient multipliers of the Bloch space and several char-
acterizations of the class M. In particular, we will show that ω P M if and only if for some
(equivalently for each) β ą 0, there exists a constant C “ Cpω, βq ą 0 such that
ωx ď Cx
βpωrβsqx, 1 ď x ă 8, (1.2)
a description of M which will be useful for our purposes also in other instances. The proof is
then completed by passing from (i) to (ii), which is easy, and then observing that (ii) trivially
implies (iii).
With Theorems 1 and 2 in hand, we characterize the radial weights ω such that Pω : L
8 Ñ B
is bounded and onto, or equivalently pA1ωq
‹ can be identified with the Bloch space via the A2ω-
pairing. To this end we write D “ pD X qD.
Theorem 3. Let ω be a radial weight. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Pω : L
8 Ñ B is bounded and onto;
(ii) pA1ωq
‹ » B via the A2ω-pairing with equivalence of norms;
(iii) B‹0 » A
1
ω via the A
2
ω-pairing with equivalence of norms;
(iv) ω P D;
(v) ω P pD XM.
The proof of Theorem 3 boils down to showing that D “ pD XM. While pD XM Ă D is
proved with the aid of characterizations of classes of weights obtained en route to Theorem 2,
the proof of the opposite inclusion is more involved and will be actually established by showing
the inequality in Theorem 2(ii) under the hypothesis ω P qD.
It is worth underlining that pD XM “ pD X qD, despite the fact that qD is a proper subclass
of M. Roughly speaking the phenomenon behind this identity is that the severe oscillation
that is possible for weights in M is ruled out by intersecting with pD, and that makes the sets
of weights equal.
We will show in Theorem 15 below that for each ω P D there exists a weightW which induces
a weighted Bergman space only slightly larger than Apω but the weight itself lies outside ofpD Y M. Therefore PW : L8 Ñ B is neither bounded nor onto by Theorems 1 and 2. In
particular, for given ´1 ă α, β ă 8 one may pick up a weight W such that Apα Ă A
p
W Ă A
p
β ,
but PW is neither bounded nor onto meanwhile of course Pα and Pβ both have these properties.
This shows in very concrete terms that Pω : L
8 Ñ B being bounded and/or onto depends
equally well on the growth/decay of the inducing weight as on its regularity.
Theorem 3 raises the problem of finding a useful description of the dual of A1ω when ω P
pDz qD.
To deal with this question we will need some more notation. For a radial weight ω and
f, g P HpDq with Maclaurin series fpzq “
ř8
k“0
pfpkqzk and gpzq “ ř8k“0 pgpkqzk, denote
xf, gyω˝ω “ lim
rÑ1´
8ÿ
k“0
pfpkqpgpkqr2k`1pω2k`1q2,
whenever the limit exists. For f P HpDq and 0 ă r ă 1, set
Mppr, fq “
ˆ
1
2π
ż 2π
0
|fpreitq|p dt
˙ 1
p
, 0 ă p ă 8,
and M8pr, fq “ max|z|“r |fpzq|. For 0 ă p ď 8, the Hardy space H
p consists of f P HpDq
such that }f}Hp “ sup0ără1Mppr, fq ă 8, and BMOA is the space of functions in H
1 that
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have bounded mean oscillation on the boundary. We define
BMOAp8, ωq “
"
f P HpDq : }f}BMOAp8,ωq “ sup
0ără1
}fr}BMOApωprq ă 8* ,
where frpzq “ fprzq. Our next result describes the dual of A
1
ω when ω P pD. We will discuss
the case 1 ă p ă 8 when Pω on L
p is considered. We also note that it is not hard to identify
the dual of Apω with the Bloch space under an appropriate paring when 0 ă p ă 1 and ω P pD,
see [32, Theorem 1] for details.
Theorem 4. Let ω P pD. Then pA1ωq‹ can be identified with BMOAp8, ωq via the x¨, ¨yω˝ω-
pairing with equivalence of norms.
The proof of Theorem 4 is quite involved, and requires a large number of technical lemmas
and known results from the existing literature. The first observation is that the dual of A1ω
can be identified with the space of coefficient multipliers from A1ω to H
8. Second, by using
[19, Theorem 2.1], it is shown that there exists K ą 1 and a sequence of polynomials tPnu
8
n“0
such that }f}BMOAp8,ωq — supnPNYt0uK
´n}Pn ˚ f}BMOA and }f}A1ω —
ř8
n“0K
´n}Pn ˚ f}H1 ,
where ˚ denotes the convolution. These are the new norms that we will work with. Then,
it is shown that the operator Iωpgqpzq “
ř8
k“0 pgpkqω2k`1zk satisfies }IωpPn ˚ fq}BMOA —
K´n}Pn ˚ f}BMOA. In this step we strongly use the hypothesis ω P pD and the fact that the
Cesa´ro means are uniformly bounded on BMOA [19, Theorem 2.2]. Now that Fefferman’s
duality relation pH1q‹ » BMOA allows us to identify the coefficient multipliers from H1
to H8 with BMOA, the operator Iω ˝ Iω finally gives the isomorphism we are after. One of
the crucial steps in the argument is the norm estimate of IωpPn ˚ fq on BMOA stated above,
and it deserves special attention for a reason. Namely, a part of the proof of this relies on the
technical fact that ω P pD if and only if for some (equivalently for each) β ą 0, there exists a
constant C “ Cpω, βq ą 0 such that
xβpωrβsqx ď Cωx, 0 ď x ă 8. (1.3)
This analogue of the characterization (1.2) of the class M for pD is obtained as a consequence
of the Littlewood-Paley estimates to be discussed next.
It is well known that bounded Bergman projections on weighted Lp-spaces can be used to
establish equivalent norms on weighted Bergman spaces in terms of derivatives [2, 35]. Before
we proceed to consider the weighted inequalities for the Bergman projection Pω, which is one
of the main topics of the paper, we discuss such norm estimates, usually called the Littlewood-
Paley formulas. The arguments we employ do not appeal to bounded Bergman projections,
but when we will return to Pω, we will also explain how projections can be used to obtain
certain norm estimates in our setting.
Probably the most known Littlewood-Paley formula states that for each standard radial
weight ωpzq “ pα ` 1qp1 ´ |z|2qα we have
}f}Apω —
n´1ÿ
k“0
|f pkqp0q| `
›››f pnq›››
A
p
ωrnps
, f P HpDq,
where ωrβspzq “ ωpzqp1 ´ |z|q
β . Different extensions of this equivalence as well as related
partial results can be found in [2, 4, 5, 22]. The question for which radial weights the above
equivalence is valid has been a known open problem for decades, and gets now completely
answered by our next result.
Theorem 5. Let ω be a radial weight, 0 ă p ă 8 and k P N. Then
}f}p
A
p
ω
—
ż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q|p, f P HpDq, (1.4)
if and only if ω P D.
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We can actually do a bit better than what is stated in Theorem 5. Namely, on the way to
the proof we will establish the following result.
Theorem 6. Let ω be a radial weight, 0 ă p ă 8 and k P N. Then there exists a constant
C “ Cpω, p, kq ą 0 such thatż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q|p ď C}f}p
A
p
ω
, f P HpDq, (1.5)
if and only if ω P pD.
The proof of (1.5) for ω P pD is based on standard techniques, but the other implication
is much more involved. In particular, the proof reveals that (1.5) holds if and only if the
inequality there holds for all monomials only, and that (1.3) is a characterization of pD. Thus,
in our approach, this latter consequence of the proof of Theorem 6 is used to achieve Theorem 4.
As for the proof of Theorem 5, we will show that
}f}p
A
p
ω
.
ż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q|p, f P HpDq,
is satisfied whenever ω P qD. Since ω P qD implies that p1´ sqγωpsq P qD, γ ě 0, this is obtained
by reducing the question to the case k “ 1, using an appropriate exponential partition of r0, 1q
depending on the weight ω and the inequality [17, Lemma 2] which states that
M sp pρ, fq ´M
s
ppr, fq ď Cppρ´ rq
sM sp pρ, f
1q, 0 ă r ă ρ ă 1, s “ mintp, 1u. (1.6)
The last step in the proof of Theorem 5 consists of testing with monomials in (1.4), and then
using (1.2), (1.3) and Theorem 3 to deduce ω P D. It is also worth mentioning that unlike qD,
the class pD is not closed under multiplication by p1´ sqγ for any γ ą 0 [29, Theorem 3].
A description of the radial weights such that
}f}p
A
p
ω
.
ż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q|p, f P HpDq,
remains an open problem for p ‰ 2n with n P N. This matter will be briefly discussed at
the end of the paper. For Littlewood-Paley estimates in the case of non-radial weight under
additional regularity hypotheses, see [2, 4, 5].
The question of describing the radial weights such that
}Pωpfq}Lpω ď C}f}Lpω , f P L
p
ω, 1 ă p ă 8, (1.7)
was formally posed by Dostanic´ [10, p. 116]. In the recent years there has been an increasing
activity concerning this norm inequality [9, 10, 11, 25, 34]. Our next result provides a sufficient
condition, much weaker than known conditions so far and of correct order of magnitude, for
(1.7) to hold.
Theorem 7. Let ω P pD and 1 ă p ă 8. Then Pω : Lpω Ñ Lpω is bounded.
The proof of Theorem 7 draws on the fact that for any radial weight ω and 1 ă p ă 8,
the Bergman projection Pω is bounded on L
p
ω if and only if pA
p
ωq‹ » A
p1
ω with equivalence
norms under the A2ω-pairing. We will prove this duality relation by following a similar scheme
to that in the proof of Theorem 4. However, in this case the preparations are easier because
of our previous result concerning equivalent norms on Apω in terms of ℓp-type norm of the
Hardy norms of blocks of the Maclaurin series, whose size depend on the weight ω, see [26,
Theorem 3.4] and also [23, Theorem 4].
In the opposite direction to Theorem 7, Dostanic´ [10] showed that for a radial weight ω and
1 ă p ă 8, the reverse Ho¨lder’s inequality
ω
1
p
np`1ω
1
p1
np1`1 . ω2n`1, n P N, (1.8)
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is a necessary condition for Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω to be bounded. We will offer two simple proofs of
this fact as well as two equivalent statements in Proposition 17 below. The natural question
now is that does the Dostanic´’ condition (1.8) imply ω P pD? Unfortunately, we do not know
an answer to this, but we can certainly say that these conditions are the same if sufficient
regularity on ω is required. To state the result, write Lωpxq “ ´ logωx for all 0 ď x ă 8.
The proof of the following result and more can be found in Section 8.
Corollary 8. Let ω be a radial weight and 1 ă p ă 2 such that either
ω2x .
`
ωpp`εqx
˘ 1
p
`
ωp1x
˘ 1
p1 , 0 ď x ă 8, (1.9)
for some ε “ εpωq ą 0, or for each 0 ď y ă 8 there exists x “ xpyq P r0,8q such that
´ L2ωpyqy
2 ď Cx
ż 2x
2`p
2
x
`
´L2ωptq
˘
dt (1.10)
for some constant C “ Cpω, pq ą 0. Then Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded if and only if ω P pD.
The innocent looking condition (1.9) is not easy to work with in the case of irregularly
behaving weights because it requires precise control over the moments. We have failed to
construct a weight which does not satisfy this condition. With regard to (1.10), we mention
here that the auxiliary function Lω is an increasing unbounded concave function, and it is
easy to see that if L2ω is essentially increasing, then (1.10) is trivially satisfied.
Concerning the maximal Bergman projection
P`ω pfqpzq “
ż
D
fpζq|Bωz pζq|ωpζqdApζq
we will show the following result.
Theorem 9. Let ω P pD and 1 ă p ă 8. Then P`ω : Lpω Ñ Lpω is bounded if and only if ω P D.
Theorem 9 is of its own interest, but we underline that it combined with Theorem 7 shows
that the cancellation of the kernel plays an essential role in the boundedness of Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω
when ω P pDz qD. In particular, we have the following immediate consequence of the previous
two theorems.
Corollary 10. Let 1 ă p ă 8 and ω P pDz qD. Then Pω : Lpω Ñ Lpω is bounded but P`ω : Lpω Ñ
L
p
ω is not.
We also prove that the boundedness of Pω is equally much related to the regularity of the
weight ω as to its growth, see the note after Proposition 18 below.
The inequality (1.7) can of course also be interpreted as }Pωpfq}Apω ď C}f}Lpω . In view of
the Littlewood-Paley formulas, it is natural to ask for which radial weights ω, the Bergman
projection Pω is bounded from L
p
ω to the Dirichlet-type space D
p
ω,k. Here and from now on,
for 0 ă p ă 8 and k P N, Dpω,k denotes the space of f P HpDq such that
}f}Dp
ω,k
“
›››f pkq›››
A
p
ωrkps
`
kÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q| ă 8.
The following result gives an answer this question. Its proof uses Theorem 6 and the norm
estimate (1.1).
Theorem 11. Let ω be a radial weight, 1 ă p ă 8 and k P N. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded;
(ii) There exists C “ Cpωq ą 0 such that for each L P pAp
1
ω q‹ there is a unique g P D
p
ω,k such
that Lpfq “ xf, gyA2ω and }g}D
p
ω,k
ď C}L}. That is, pAp
1
ω q‹ is continuously embedded
into Dpω,k;
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(iii) Id : A
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded;
(iv) ω P pD.
In the proof we show that Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded whenever ω P
pD. Since this trivially
implies (iv), we deduce that (1.5) is satisfied when ω P pD. This gives an example of how
bounded projections can be used to get Littlewood-Paley estimates in our context.
Concerning Theorem 11, we can actually take a step further and characterize the radial
weights ω such that the dual of Ap
1
ω can be identified with D
p
ω,k under the A
2
ω-pairing.
Theorem 12. Let ω be a radial weight, 1 ă p ă 8 and k P N. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded and onto;
(ii) pAp
1
ω q‹ » D
p
ω,k via the A
2
ω-pairing with equivalence of norms;
(iii) Apω “ D
p
ω,k with equivalence of norms;
(iv) ω P D.
The proof of Theorem 12 is strongly based on Theorems 5, 6 and 11. In addition, to show
that (ii) implies (iv), two appropriate families of lacunary series are constructed to deduce
ω P qD.
Before we move on to norm inequalities involving different weights, we point out two things.
First, all the results presented so far show that each of the classes of weights pD, M and D
appear in a very natural manner in the operator theory of Bergman spaces induced by radial
weights. Second, the conditions describing the radial weights such that either (1.4) or (1.5) is
satisfied, or Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded and/or onto do not depend on p.
Our next goal is to study the question of when for given radial weights ω and ν we have
}Pωpfq}Lpν ď C}f}Lpν , f P L
p
ν , 1 ă p ă 8. (1.11)
The most commonly known result concerning the one weight inequality (1.11) for the Bergman
projection Pω is undoubtedly due to Bekolle´ and Bonami [6, 7], and concerns the case when ν is
an arbitrary weight and the inducing weight ω is standard. See [1, 28, 31] for recent extensions
of this result. Moreover, the main result in [25] characterizes (1.11) under the hypothesis that
both ω and ν are regular weights i.e. they satisfy ηprq — pηprq
1´r for all 0 ď r ă 1. Regular
weights form a subclass of D whose elements do not have zeros and are pointwise comparable
to radial Cn-weights for n P N. Therefore these weights are really smooth and not that hard
to work with.
Our next result substantially improves [25, Theorem 3]. In particular, it characterizes
the pairs pω, νq such that (1.11) holds under the assumption ω P pD and ν P M. To state
the result, some more notation is needed. For 1 ă p ă 8 and radial weights ω and ν, let
σprq “ σp,ω,νprq “ r
ˆ
ωprq
νprq
1
p
˙p1
for all 0 ď r ă 1, and define
Appω, νq “ sup
0ďră1
pνprq 1p pσprq 1p1pωprq (1.12)
and
Mppω, νq “ sup
0ără1
ˆż r
0
νpsqpωpsqp sds` 1
˙ 1
p pσprq 1p1 . (1.13)
Theorem 13. Let 1 ă p ă 8, ω P pD and ν a radial weight. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded;
(ii) Pω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded and ν PM;
(iii) Appω, νq ă 8 and ω, ν P D;
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(iv) Mppω, νq ă 8 and ω, ν P D.
Moreover,
M
1´ 1
p
p pω, νq . Appω, νq . }Pω}LpνÑLpν ď }P
`
ω }LpνÑLpν .M
2´ 1
p
p pω, νq. (1.14)
The proof of Theorem 13 is divided into several steps, and many auxiliary results interesting
in themselves are used. We first establish by a simple testing a necessary condition for Pω :
L
p
ν Ñ L
p
η to be bounded, provided all the three weights involved are radial. This is a natural
generalization of the one weight case given by the Dostanic´ condition (1.8), and is stated as
Proposition 19 below. In the case η “ ν it shows that ω and ν cannot be so different from
each other neither in growth/decay nor in regularity if Pω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded. The second
auxiliary result is Proposition 20 below and it states that ω, ν P M if P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded.
This says that ω and ν cannot induce very small Bergman spaces when P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is
bounded. This is one of the significant differences between P`ω and Pω. Proposition 20 is
achieved with the aid of Hardy’s inequality and appropriate testing. The most involved and
technical part of the proof of Theorem 13 consists of showing that (iv) implies (i) via an
instance of Shur’s test. This step relies on a suitable choice of auxiliary function and the
norm estimate (1.1). Actually more is true than what is stated in the theorem because we
will show in Proposition 21 that the condition Mppω, νq ă 8 describes the pairs pω, νq such
that P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded provided one of the weights involved belongs to pD. Finally, we
deduce (iii) from (ii) via standard methods, and we observe that (iii) yields (iv) for any radial
weight.
The two weight inequality }Pωpfq}Lpη . }f}Lpν with arbitrary weights ν, η for the Bergman
projection remains an open problem even in the case ω ” 1. However, it was recently charac-
terized in [14] under the hypotheses that all the three weights involved are radial and satisfy
certain regularity hypotheses. We note that the method of proof used there does not help us
to prove the most difficult part of Theorem 13 which consists of showing that (iv) implies (i).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 are proved in Section 2,
but the proof of Theorem 4 is postponed to Section 7. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 5
and 6, while Section 4 contains the proofs of Theorems 11 and 12. Section 5 is devoted to the
study of the inequality (1.7). It contains the proofs of Theorems 7 and 9 and Corollary 10.
Theorem 13 is proved in Section 6. Finally, in Section 8 we discuss two open problems cited
in the introduction and pose conjectures for them.
For clarity, a word about the notation already used in this section and to be used throughout
the paper. The letter C “ Cp¨q will denote an absolute constant whose value depends on the
parameters indicated in the parenthesis, and may change from one occurrence to another. We
will use the notation a . b if there exists a constant C “ Cp¨q ą 0 such that a ď Cb, and
a & b is understood in an analogous manner. In particular, if a . b and a & b, then we write
a — b and say that a and b are comparable.
2. Pω : L
8 Ñ B plus dualities pA1ωq
‹ » B and B‹0 » A
1
ω
In this section we will prove Theorems 1, 2 and 3 in the order of appearance.
Proof of Theorem 1. First observe that if ω is a weight such that A2ω is continuously embedded
into HpDq, then
}Pω}L8ÑB — }B
ω
0 }A1ω ` sup
zPD
p1´ |z|2q
ż
D
ˇˇ
pBωζ q
1pzq
ˇˇ
ωpζq dApζq. (2.1)
To prove that (i) and (iv) are equivalent, assume first ω P pD. By using zpBωζ q1pzq “ ζpBωz q1pζq
and [25, Theorem 1] we deduceż
D
|pBωζ q
1pzq|ωpζq dApζq ď
1
|z|
}pBωz q
1}A1ω —
1
1´ |z|2
, |z| Ñ 1´,
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and hence Pω : L
8 Ñ B is bounded by (2.1). Conversely, if Pω : L
8 Ñ B is bounded, then
(2.1) and the Hardy’s inequality [12, Chapter 3] yield
8 ą sup
zPD
p1´ |z|2q
ż
D
ˇˇ
pBωζ q
1pzq
ˇˇ
ωpζq dApζq & sup
zPD
p1´ |z|2q
8ÿ
n“1
|z|n´1n
ω2n`1
1
n
ż 1
0
rn`1ωprq dr
ě sup
zPD
p1´ |z|q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
n“0
ωn`2
ω2n`3
zn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě supNPN 1N
Nÿ
n“0
ωn`2
ω2n`3
ˆ
1´
1
N
˙n
& sup
NPN
1
N
Nÿ
n“0
ωn`2
ω2n`3
.
For x P R, let Erxs P Z be defined by Erxs ď x ă Erxs ` 1. Since
1 &
1
N
Nÿ
n“0
ωn`2
ω2n`3
ě
ωN`2
N
Nÿ
n“Er 3N
4
s
1
ω2n`3
ě
ωN`2
4ω2Er 3N
4
s`3
, N P N,
there exists a constant C “ Cpωq ą 0 such that
ωN`2 ď Cω2Er 3N
4
s`3 ď C
2ω2Er 3
4
p2Er 3N
4
s`1qs`3
ď C2ω2Er 9N
8
´ 3
4
s`3 ď C
2ω 9N
4
´ 1
2
ď C2ω2N`4, N ě 18.
Hence ω P pD by [27, Lemma 2.1(ix)].
Next observe that for each radial weight ω the dual space pA1ωq
‹ can be identified with
PωpL
8q under the A2ω-pairing, and in particular, for each L P pA
1
ωq
‹ there exists h P L8 such
that
Lpfq “ LPωphqpfq “ xf, PωphqyA2ω , f P A
1
ω, }L} “ }h}L8 . (2.2)
To see this, note that
xfr, PωphqyL2ω “ xfr, hyL2ω , h P L
1
ω, f P HpDq, 0 ă r ă 1. (2.3)
If now h P L8 and g “ Pωphq, then
|Lgpfq| “ lim
rÑ1´
ˇˇ
xfr, PωphqyL2ω
ˇˇ
“ lim
rÑ1´
ˇˇ
xfr, hyL2ω
ˇˇ
ď }h}L8}f}A1ω , f P A
1
ω, (2.4)
and hence Lg P pA
1
ωq
‹ with }Lg} ď }h}L8 . Conversely, if L P pA
1
ωq
‹, then by the Hahn-
Banach theorem L can be extended to a bounded linear functional on L1ω with the same norm.
Since pL1ωq
‹ can be identified with L8 under the L2ω-pairing, there exists h P L
8 such that
Lpfq “ xf, hyL2ω for all f P L
1
ω. In particular, for each f P A
1
ω we have Lpfrq “ xfr, hyL2ω “
xfr, PωphqyA2ω by (2.3). Therefore
Lpfq “ lim
rÑ1´
Lpfrq “ lim
rÑ1´
xfr, PωphqyA2ω “ LPωphqpfq, f P A
1
ω. (2.5)
It is an immediate consequence of (2.2) that (i) implies (ii). For the converse, let h P L8,
and consider the functional defined by LPωphqpfq “ xf, PωphqyA2ω for all f P A
1
ω. Then LPωphq P
pA1ωq
‹ with }L} ď }h}L8 by what we just proved. But by the hypothesis (ii), there exists g P B
such that LPωphqpfq “ Lgpfq for all f P A
1
ω, and }g}B ď C}L}. Hence LPωphq´g represents a
zero functional, and thus g “ Pωphq with }Pωphq}B “ }g}B ď C}L} “ C}h}L8 . Therefore (i)
is satisfied.
We now show that (iii) and (iv) are equivalent. Assume first ω P pD and let L P B‹0. We
aim for constructing a function g P A1ω such that Lpfq “ Lgpfq “ xf, gyA2ω for all f P B0, and
}g}A1ω . }L}. To do this, let gpzq “
ř8
n“0 pgpnqzn, where pgpnq “ Lpznqω2n`1 for all n P N Y t0u.
Then
|pgpnq| ď }L}}zn}B
ω2n`1
.
1
ω2n`1
, n P NY t0u,
and therefore g P HpDq. If f P B with fpzq “
ř8
n“0
pfpnqzn, then fr P B0 for each r P p0, 1q,
and
mÿ
n“0
pfpnqprzqn Ñ frpzq, mÑ8,
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in pB0, } ¨ }Bq. Therefore
L
˜
mÿ
n“0
pfpnqprzqn¸ “ mÿ
n“0
pfpnqpgpnqω2n`1rn Ñ Lpfrq, mÑ8, (2.6)
which implies
Lpfrq “
8ÿ
n“0
pfpnqpgpnqω2n`1rn “ xf, gryA2ω , (2.7)
and hence ˇˇ
xf, gryA2ω
ˇˇ
“ |Lpfrq| ď }L}}fr}B ď }L}}f}B, f P B. (2.8)
Moreover, we just showed that pA1ωq
‹ » PωpL
8q, and hence each Ψ P pA1ωq
‹ is of the form
ΨpGq “ xG,PωphqyA2ω for some h P L
8 with }Ψ} “ }h}L8 . Therefore, as Pω : L
8 Ñ B
is bounded by the first part of the proof, for each Ψ P pA1ωq
‹ there exists f P B such that
ΨpGq “ xG, fyA2ω with }f}B ď }Pω}L8ÑB}Ψ}, and hence a known byproduct of the Hahn-
Banach theorem implies
}gr}A1ω “ sup
ΨPpA1ωq
‹
|Ψpgrq|
}Ψ}
ď }Pω}L8ÑB sup
fPBzt0u
|xf, gryA2ω |
}f}B
. (2.9)
By combining (2.8) and (2.9), and then letting r Ñ 1´, we deduce }g}A1ω ď }Pω}L8ÑB}L}.
Finally, by using that limrÑ1´ }fr ´ f}B “ 0 for all f P B0, and (2.7) we deduce
Lpfq “ lim
rÑ1
Lpfrq “ lim
rÑ1
8ÿ
n“0
pfpnqpgpnqω2n`1rn “ xf, gyA2ω , f P B0.
Conversely, assume (iii). For each n P N Y t0u, consider Ln P B
‹
0 defined by Lnpfq “pfpnqω2n`1, where fpzq “ ř8n“0 pfpnqzn. There exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that
|Lnpfq| ď C}f}Bω2n`1, n P NY t0u,
and hence }Ln} “ supfPB0,f‰0
|Lnpfq|
}f}B
ď Cω2n`1. Moreover, 2Lnpfq “ xf, enyA2ω , where enpzq “
zn. Therefore the hypothesis (iii) yields
ωn`1 “ }en}A1ω . }L} . ω2n`1, n P NY t0u,
and thus ω P pD by [27, Lemma 2.1(ix)]. l
Before providing a proof of Theorem 2 some notation and auxiliary results are needed. For
a given compactly supported C8-function Φ : RÑ C, set
AΦ,m “ max
xPR
|Φpxq| `max
xPR
|Φpmqpxq|, m P NY t0u,
and define
WΦn pzq “
ÿ
kPZ
Φ
ˆ
k
n
˙
zk, n P N. (2.10)
The Hadamard product of fpzq “
ř8
k“0
pfpkqzk P HpDq and gpzq “ ř8k“0 pgpkqzk P HpDq is
pf ˚ gqpzq “
8ÿ
k“0
pfpkqpgpkqzk, z P D.
A direct calculation shows that
pf ˚ gqpr2eitq “
1
2π
ż π
´π
fpreipt`θqqgpre´iθq dθ. (2.11)
The next result follows from the considerations on [20, pp. 111–113], see also [21, Section 5.2].
Theorem A. Let Φ : R Ñ C be a compactly supported C8-function. Then the following
statements hold:
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(i) There exists a constant C ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ
WΦn pe
iθq
ˇˇˇ
ď Cmin
"
nmax
sPR
|Φpsq|, n1´m|θ|´mmax
sPR
|Φpmqpsq|
*
,
for all m P NY t0u, n P N and 0 ă |θ| ă π.
(ii) If 0 ă p ď 1 and m P N with mp ą 1, there exists a constant Cppq ą 0 such thatˆ
sup
n
ˇˇˇ
pWΦn ˚ fqpe
iθq
ˇˇˇ˙p
ď CApΦ,mMp|f |
pqpeiθq
for all f P Hp. Here M denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal-operator
Mpfqpeiθq “ sup
0ăhăπ
1
2h
ż θ`h
θ´h
|fpeitq| dt.
(iii) Then, for each p P p0,8q and m P N with mp ą 1, there exists a constant C “ Cppq ą 0
such that
}WΦn ˚ f}Hp ď CAΦ,m}f}Hp
for all f P Hp and n P N.
The property (iii) shows that the polynomials tWΦn unPN can be seen as a universal Ce´saro
basis for Hp for any 0 ă p ă 8. A particular case of the previous construction is useful for
our purposes. By following [13, Section 2], let Ψ : RÑ R be a C8-function such that
(1) Ψ ” 1 on p´8, 1s,
(2) Ψ ” 0 on r2,8q,
(3) Ψ is decreasing and positive on p1, 2q,
and set ψptq “ Ψ
`
t
2
˘
´Ψptq for all t P R. Let V0pzq “ 1` z and
Vnpzq “W
ψ
2n´1
pzq “
8ÿ
k“0
ψ
ˆ
k
2n´1
˙
zk “
2n`1´1ÿ
k“2n´1
ψ
ˆ
k
2n´1
˙
zk, n P N. (2.12)
These polynomials have the following properties with regard to smooth partial sums, see [13,
p. 175–177] or [21, p. 143–144] for details:
fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
pVn ˚ fqpzq, f P HpDq,
}Vn ˚ f}Hp ď C}f}Hp, f P H
p, 0 ă p ă 8,
}Vn}Hp — 2
np1´1{pq, 0 ă p ă 8.
(2.13)
Proof of Theorem 2. Obviously (ii) implies (iii). To see that (iii) implies ω P M, let gpzq “ř8
k“0 z
2k . Then g P B because g is a lacunary series with bounded Maclaurin coefficients. For
each j,N P NY t0u, consider the polynomials fj,Npzq “
řN`j
k“j
z2
k
ω2
2k`1
and gj,Npzq “
řN`j
k“j z
2k .
By applying (iii) to f “ fj,N and g “ gj,N we deduce
N`jÿ
k“j
1
ω2k`1
.
N`jÿ
k“j
ω2k`1`1
ω2
2k`1
. }gj,N}B}fj,N}A1ω ď }g}B}fj,N}A1ω — }fj,N}A1ω , (2.14)
where
}fj,N}A1ω ď 2
ż 1
0
M1ps, fj,Nqωpsq ds ď 2
ż 1
0
M2ps, fj,Nqωpsq ds
“ 2
ż 1´ 1
2N`j
0
¨˝
N`jÿ
k“j
s2
k`1
ω4
2k`1
‚˛12 ωpsq ds ` 2 ż 1
1´ 1
2N`j
¨˝
N`jÿ
k“j
s2
k`1
ω4
2k`1
‚˛12 ωpsq ds
“ 2pI1 ` I2q.
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Since
I1 ď
ż 1´ 1
2N`j
0
s2
j
¨˝
N`jÿ
k“j
1
ω4
2k`1
‚˛12 ωpsq ds ď
¨˝
N`jÿ
k“j
1
ω2k`1
‚˛12 ω2j
ω
3
2
2N`j`1
and
I2 ď
¨˝
N`jÿ
k“j
1
ω4
2k`1
‚˛12 pωˆ1´ 1
2N`j
˙
.
¨˝
N`jÿ
k“j
1
ω2k`1
‚˛12 ω2j
ω
3
2
2N`j`1
,
we obtain ¨˝
N`jÿ
k“j
1
ω2k`1
‚˛12 . ω2j
ω
3
2
2N`j`1
, j,N P NY t0u,
and hence
ω2N`j`1 ď
C
pN ` 1q
1
3
ω2j , j,N P NY t0u, (2.15)
for some constant C “ Cpωq ą 0. Finally, for each x ą 1{2, take j P N Y t0u such that
2j´1 ă x ď 2j . Then
C
pN ` 1q
1
3
ωx ě
C
pN ` 1q
1
3
ω2j ě ω2N`j`1 ě ω2N`2x, x ą
1
2
,
and by choosing N large enough such that C
pN`1q
1
3
ă 1 we deduce ω PM with K “ 2N`2.
Assume next ω PM. To see that (i) is satisfied, we first transform the definition of M to a
more suitable form for our purposes. Our goal is to show that if ω P M then for each β ą 0,
there exists C1 “ C1pω, βq ą 0 such that
ωx ď C1x
β
`
ωrβs
˘
x
, 1 ď x ă 8. (2.16)
To do this, let first 1 ď x ď y ă 8. Then there exist m,k P N Y t0u such that m ě k,
Kk ď x ă Kk`1 and Km ď y ă Km`1, where K “ Kpωq ą 1 is that of the definition of the
class M. If m “ k, then
ωx ě ωy “ ωy
´y
x
¯η ˆx
y
˙η
ě ωy
´y
x
¯η
K´η, η ą 0,
while if m ą k we have
ωx ě ωKk`1 ě CωKk`2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě C
m´k´1ωKm
ě Cm´k´1ωy “ K
pm´k´1q logK Cωy ě
´y
x
¯logK C ωy
C2
.
By combining these estimates we deduce that if ω PM, then there exist C2 “ C2pωq “ C
´2 ą
0 and η “ ηpωq “ logK C ą 0 such that
ωx ě C2
´y
x
¯η
ωy, 1 ď x ď y ă 8. (2.17)
The choice y “Mx gives ωx ě C2M
ηωMx for all 1 ď x ă 8. This shows that the constant C “
Cpωq ą 1 appearing in the definition of M can be taken as large as we please by choosing K
sufficiently large. Let now M “ Mpωq ą 2 be sufficiently large such that M ą
´
4
C2
¯ 1
η
. By
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choosing y “Mx and replacing x by x{M in (2.17), we deduce
1
4
ż 1
1´ 1
x
ωprq dr ď
ż 1
1´ 1
x
rxωprq dr
ď
1
C2Mη
ż 1´ 1
x
0
r
x
M ωprq dr `
1
C2Mη
ż 1
1´ 1
x
r
x
M ωprq dr ´
ż 1´ 1
x
0
rxωprq dr
ď
1
C2Mη
ż 1´ 1
x
0
r
x
M ωprq dr `
1
C2Mη
ż 1
1´ 1
x
ωprq dr, x ěM,
and hence pωptq ď C3 ż t
0
s
1
Mp1´tqωpsq ds, 1´
1
M
ď t ă 1, (2.18)
where C3 “
4
C2Mη´4
.
To achieve (2.16), it suffices to show thatż 1
1´ 1
Mx
sxωpsq ds ď C1x
β
`
ωrβs
˘
x
´
ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsq, 1 ď x ă 8.
But (2.18) impliesż 1
1´ 1
Mx
sxωpsq ds ď pωˆ1´ 1
Mx
˙
ď C3
ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsq ds, 1 ď x ă 8,
and therefore, to establish (2.16), it remains to prove
C3
ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsq ds ď C1x
β
`
ωrβs
˘
x
´
ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsq,
that is, ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsq ds ď
C1
C3 ` 1
xβ
`
ωrβs
˘
x
, 1 ď x ă 8. (2.19)
But clearly,ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsq ds “
ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsq
p1´ sqβ
p1´ sqβ
ds
ďMβxβ
ż 1´ 1
Mx
0
sxωpsqp1´ sqβωpsq ds ďMβxβ
`
ωrβs
˘
x
,
which gives (2.19) with C1 “ pC3 ` 1qM
β , where M and C3 are those of (2.18).
We proceed to show (i) by using (2.16). Let f P B and β ą 0 be given. Denote Dβhpzq “ř8
n“0pn` 1q
βphpnqzn for each hpzq “ ř8n“0 phpnqzn. Then
gpzq “ p1´ |z|qβDβhpzq “ p1´ |z|qβ
8ÿ
n“0
pn` 1qβphpnqzn, z P D, (2.20)
satisfies
Pωpgqpzq “
ż
D
p1´ |ζ|qβ
˜
8ÿ
n“0
pn ` 1qβphpnqζn¸Bωz pζqωpζq dApζq
“
ż 1
0
8ÿ
n“0
pn` 1qβ
ω2n`1
phpnqznp1´ rqβr2n`1ωprq dr
“
8ÿ
n“0
pn ` 1qβpωrβsq2n`1
ω2n`1
phpnqzn, z P D.
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By choosing phpnq “ pfpnq ω2n`1
pn`1qβ pωrβsq2n`1
for all n P NY t0u, we have Pωpgq “ f . It remains to
prove }g}L8 ď C}f}B for some constant C “ Cpωq ą 0. A calculation shows that
}g}L8 “ sup
zPD
|Dβhpzq|p1 ´ |z|qβ — }f ˚ λ}B — sup
zPD
|D2βhpzq|p1 ´ |z|q2β
“ sup
zPD
|D2βpf ˚ λqpzq|p1 ´ |z|q2β ,
where λpzq “
ř8
n“0
pλpnqzn “ ř8n“0 ω2n`1pn`1qβpωrβsq2n`1 zn. Therefore, what actually remains to be
shown is that λ is a coefficient multiplier from the Bloch space into itself, that is, }f ˚ λ}B .
}f}B. To see this, note first that (2.11) yields
|DβpDβλ ˚ fqpr2eitq|p1´ rq2β “
ˇˇˇˇ
1
2π
ż π
´π
Dβλpreipt`θqqDβfpre´iθq dθ
ˇˇˇˇ
p1´ rq2β
ďM8pr,D
βfqM1pr,D
βλqp1´ rq2β . }f}BM1pr,D
βλqp1´ rqβ,
and hence it suffices to show that
sup
0ără1
M1pr,D
βλqp1´ rqβ ă 8. (2.21)
In fact, the condition (2.21) describes the coefficient multipliers from the Bloch space into
itself, see [33, Theorem 3] for a proof of the case β “ 1. To obtain (2.21) we will use the
families of polynomials defined by (2.10) and (2.12). It follows from (2.13) that
M1pr,D
βλq “ }pDβλqr}H1 ď Cpωq `
8ÿ
n“2
}Vn ˚ pD
βλqr}H1 , (2.22)
where pDβλqrpzq “
ř8
n“0
ω2n`1
pωrβsq2n`1
rnzn. Next, for each n P Nzt1u and r P
“
1
2
, 1
˘
, consider
Fnpxq “
ω2x`1
pωrβsq2x`1
rxχr2n´1,2n`1spxq, x P R.
Since for each radial weight ν there exists a constant C “ Cpνq ą 0 such thatż 1
0
sx
ˆ
log
1
s
˙n
νpsq ds ď Cνx, n P t1, 2u, x ě 2,
it follows by a direct calculation that
|F 2npxq| ď C|Fnpxq|, n P Nzt1u, r P
„
1
2
, 1
˙
, x ě 2,
for some constant C “ Cpω, βq ą 0. Therefore (2.16) yields
AFn,2 “ max
xPr2n´1,2n`1s
|Fnpxq| ` max
xPr2n´1,2n`1s
|F 2npxq| . max
xPr2n´1,2n`1s
|Fnpxq|
. max
xPr2n´1,2n`1s
p2x` 1qβrx . 2nβr2
n´1
, n P Nzt1u.
For each n P Nzt1u, choose a C8-function Φn with compact support contained in r2
n´2, 2n`2s
such that Φn “ Fn on r2
n´1, 2n`1s and
AΦn,2 “ max
xPR
|Φnpxq| `max
xPR
|Φ2npxq| . 2
nβr2
n´1
, n P Nzt1u. (2.23)
Since
WΦn1 pzq “
ÿ
kPZ
Φn pkq z
k “
ÿ
kPZXr2n´2,2n`2s
Φn pkq z
k,
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the identity (2.12) yields´
Vn ˚ pD
βλqr
¯
pzq “
2n`1´1ÿ
k“2n´1
ψ
ˆ
k
2n´1
˙
ω2k`1
pωrβsq2k`1
rkzk “
2n`1´1ÿ
k“2n´1
ψ
ˆ
k
2n´1
˙
Φnpkqz
k
“
´
WΦn1 ˚ Vn
¯
pzq, n P Nzt1u.
This together with Theorem A(iii), (2.23) and (2.13) implies
}Vn ˚ pD
βλqr}H1 “ }W
Φn
1 ˚ Vn}H1 . AΦn,2}Vn}H1 . 2
nβr2
n´1
}Vn}H1
. 2nβr2
n´1
, r P
„
1
2
, 1
˙
, n P Nzt1u,
which combined with (2.22) gives
M1pr,D
βλq .
8ÿ
n“2
2βnr2
n´1
.
1
p1´ rqβ
, r P
„
1
2
, 1
˙
. (2.24)
This implies (2.21), and thus (i) is satisfied.
To complete the proof, it remains to show that (i) implies (ii). Let f P A1ω and g P B. By
the hypothesis (i), we may choose h P L8 such that Pωphq “ g and }h}L8 ď C}g}B, where
C “ Cpωq ą 0. The identity (2.3) yields
|xf, gyA2ω | “ limrÑ1´
ˇˇ
xfr, PωphqyL2ω
ˇˇ
“ lim
rÑ1´
ˇˇ
xfr, hyL2ω
ˇˇ
ď }h}L8}f}A1ω ď C}g}B}f}A1ω ,
and thus (ii) is satisfied and the proof is complete. l
The proof of Theorem 2 shows that ω P M if and only if for some (equivalently for each)
β ą 0, there exists C1 “ C1pω, βq ą 0 such that (2.16) is satisfied. Later, when Littlewood-
Paley estimates are considered, we will find an analogous characterization for weights in pD,
see (3.3) below. Another fact that follows from the proof and is useful for our purposes states
that ω PM if and only if (2.18) is satisfied for some C3 “ C3pωq ą 0 and M “Mpωq ą 1.
Next, we will describe the radial weights ω such that Pω : L
8 Ñ B is bounded and onto.
Recall that D “ pD X qD by the definition.
Proof of Theorem 3. In view of Theorems 1 and 2, it suffices to show that D “ pD XM. Let
first ω P pD XM. By [27, Lemma 2.1(iv)] there exists C “ Cpωq ą 0 such thatż r
0
s
1
1´rωpsq ds ď Cpωprq, 0 ď r ă 1.
This applied to r “ 1´Mp1´ tq givesż t
0
s
1
Mp1´tqωpsq ds “
ż 1´Mp1´tq
0
s
1
Mp1´tqωpsq ds `
ż t
1´Mp1´tq
s
1
Mp1´tqωpsq ds
ď Cpω p1´Mp1´ tqq ` ż t
1´Mp1´tq
ωpsq ds
“ pC ` 1q pω p1´Mp1´ tqq ´ pω ptq ,
which together with (2.18) yieldsˆ
1`
4
C2Mη ´ 4
˙ pωptq ď 4
C2Mη ´ 4
pC ` 1q pω p1´Mp1´ tqq .
By choosing M “ Mpωq ą 2 sufficiently large such that M ą
´
4pC`1q
C2
¯ 1
η
, we deduce pωp1 ´
Mp1 ´ tqq ě C4pωptq for some C4 ą 1 and all 1 ´ 1M ď t ă 1. It follows that ω P qD and thus
ω P D.
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To complete the proof it suffices to prove qD Ă M. To do this, we first observe that ω P qD
if and only if for some (equivalently for each) γ ą 0, there exists C “ Cpγ, ωq ą 0 such thatż 1
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds ď Cpωprqγ , 0 ď r ă 1. (2.25)
Namely, if (2.25) is satisfied for some γ ą 0, then, for each K ą 1, we have
Cpωprqγ ě ż 1
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds ě
ż 1´ 1´r
K
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds ě pωˆ1´ 1´ r
K
˙γ
logK,
and hence, by choosing K sufficiently large such that logK ą C we obtain ω P qD. Conversely,
if ω P qD and γ ą 0, thenż 1
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds ě Cγ
ż 1
r
pω `1´ 1´s
K
˘γ
1´ s
ds “ Cγ
ż 1
1´ 1´r
K
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds,
and henceż 1
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds ď
ż 1´ 1´r
K
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds`
1
Cγ
ż 1
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds ď pωprqγ logK ` 1
Cγ
ż 1
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds,
that is, ż 1
r
pωpsqγ
1´ s
ds ď pωprqγ Cγ
Cγ ´ 1
logK, 0 ď r ă 1.
Thus (2.25) is satisfied.
Let ω P qD and write rωprq “ pωprq{p1´ rq for all 0 ď r ă 1. Let f P Apω with fp0q “ 0. Then
(2.25) with γ “ 1 yields
Mpp pr, fq
prωprq .Mpp pr, fqpωprq ď 1r
ż
DzDp0,rq
|fpzq|pωpzq dApzq Ñ 0, rÑ 1´.
Hence, an integration by parts together with another application of (2.25) givesż 1
0
Mpp pr, fqrωprq dr “ ż 1
0
B
Br
Mpp pr, fq
prωprq dr . ż 1
0
B
Br
Mpp pr, fqpωprq dr
“
ż 1
0
Mpp pr, fqωprq dr, f P A
p
ω, fp0q “ 0,
(2.26)
and it follows that }f}Aprω . }f}Apω for all f P HpDq.
Denote ω‹pzq “
ş1
|z| log
s
|z|ωpsqs ds for all z P Dzt0u. Now apply Green’s formula and the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, then use an equivalent norm in A1ω in terms of the Laplacian of
|f | given in [24, Theorem 4.2], and finally the norm inequality just obtained to deduceˇˇ
xf, gyA2ω
ˇˇ
.
ˇˇˇ
xf 1, g1yA2
ω‹
ˇˇˇ
` |fp0q||gp0q| ď }g}B
ż
D
|f 1pzq|
ω‹pzq
1 ´ |z|
dApzq ` |fp0q||gp0q|
. }g}B}∆|f |}
1
2
L1
ω‹
ˆż
D
|fpzq|
ω‹pzq
p1´ |z|q2
dApzq
˙ 1
2
` |fp0q||gp0q|
. }g}B}f}
1
2
A1ω
ˆż
D
|fpzq|
pωpzq
|z|p1 ´ |z|q
dApzq
˙ 1
2
. }g}B}f}A1ω , g P B, f P A
1
ω.
Therefore ω PM by Theorem 2. l
Note that (iv) implies (i) in Theorem 3 is easy to prove without appealing to Theorem 2,
where a concrete preimage is constructed, see [32] for details. The proof of Theorem 3 shows
that qD ĂM. This inclusion is strict as is seen next.
Proposition 14. The class qD is a proper subset of M.
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Proof. To construct a weight in Mz qD, let ω be a radial weight and ttnunPN an increasing
sequence on r0, 1q such that tn Ñ 1
´ as n Ñ 8. Let ϕ : rt1, 1q Ñ r1,8q be an increasing
unbounded function such that sn “ 1´
1´tn
ϕptnq
ă tn`1 for all n P N. For N P N, define
W prq “Wω,N prq “ ωprq
8ÿ
n“N
χrsn,tn`1sprq, 0 ď r ă 1.
Since ϕ is unbounded, for each prefixedK ą 1, xW ptnq “ xW `1´ 1´tnK ˘ for all n P N sufficiently
large; this is the case when tn ą ϕ
´1pKq P p0, 1q. Consequently, W R qD.
We will show next that if tn “ 1´ 2
´2n for all n P N, the weight ω is defined by
pωprq “ expˆ´ exp 1
1´ r
˙
, 0 ď r ă 1,
and
ϕprq “ log2 log2
1
1´ r
, t1 “
3
4
ď r ă 1,
then W “Wω,2 PM. First, observe that with these choices
sn “ 1´
1´ tn
ϕptnq
“ 1´
1
n22n
ă 1´
1
22n`1
“ tn`1, n P N.
For 15
16
ď r ă 1, choose n P Nzt1u such that tn ď r ă tn`1, and let K ą 1. Then
xW prq ď xW psnq ă pωpsnq “ expˆ´ expˆ 1
1´ sn
˙˙
and for K ą 4{3 we haveż r
0
s
1
Kp1´rqωpsq ds ě
ż tn
0
s
1
Kp1´rqωpsq ds ě s
1
Kp1´tn`1q
n´1
ż tn
sn´1
ωpsq ds
“
ˆ
s
sn´1
1´sn´1
n´1
˙ 1´sn´1
sn´1Kp1´tn`1q
„
exp
ˆ
´ exp
ˆ
1
1´ sn´1
˙˙
´ exp
ˆ
´ exp
ˆ
1
1´ tn
˙˙
ě exp
ˆ
´
1´ sn´1
sn´1Kp1´ tn`1q
˙„
exp
ˆ
´ exp
ˆ
1
1´ sn´1
˙˙
´ exp
ˆ
´ exp
ˆ
1
1´ tn
˙˙
ě
e´ 1
e
exp
ˆ
´
1´ sn´1
sn´1Kp1´ tn`1q
´ exp
ˆ
1
1´ sn´1
˙˙
ě
e´ 1
e
exp
ˆ
´ exp
ˆ
1
1´ sn
˙˙
.
It follows that (2.18) is satisfied for some C “ Cpωq ą 0 and K “ Kpωq ą 4{3, and hence
ω PM by the observation right after the proof of Theorem 2. 
By Theorem 3, Pω : L
8 Ñ B is bounded and onto if and only if ω P D. We next show that
for given ω P D we can find a radial weight W which induces a weighted Bergman space only
slightly larger than Apω but the weight lies outside of pD YM.
Theorem 15. Let ω P D and ϕ : r0, 1s Ñ r0,8q decreasing such that limrÑ1´ ϕprq “ 0.
Then there exists a weight W “ Wω,ϕ such that PW : L
8 Ñ B is neither bounded nor B is
continuously embedded into PW pL
8q, but Apω Ă A
p
W Ă A
p
ωϕ for all 0 ă p ă 8. If ϕ satisfies
´ϕ1ptq{ϕptq . 1{p1´ tq for all 0 ď t ă 1, then ϕω P D.
Proof. We first observe that ω P qD if and only if there exist C “ Cpωq ą 0 and β “ βpωq ą 0
such that
pωptq ď C ˆ 1´ t
1´ r
˙β pωprq, 0 ď r ď t ă 1. (2.27)
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To construct a weight W with desired properties, let ψ : r1,8q Ñ p0,8q an increasing
unbounded function. LetW prq “Wω,ψprq “ ωprq
ř8
j“N χrr2j`1,r2j`2sprq, whereN “ Npω,ψq P
N will be fixed later and rx “ 1´
1
2xψpxq
for all x ě 1. Then
1´ rx
1´ rx`1
“
2px`1qψpx`1q
2xψpxq
“ 2xpψpx`1q´ψpxqq`ψpx`1q ě 2ψpx`1q Ñ8, xÑ8. (2.28)
Since ω P qD, (2.27) shows that for each C ą 1 there exists K “ KpC,ωq ą 1 such that
pωptq ď 1
C
pω p1´Kp1´ tqq , t ě 1´ 1
K
. (2.29)
Take C “ 2 and fix K ą 4 accordingly. Then, for 1 ď x ă 8 and 0 ă y ă log2K,
pωprx`yq ď 1
2
pω p1´Kp1´ rx`yqq “ 1
2
pωˆ1´ 1
2px`yqψpx`yq´log2K
˙
ď
1
2
pωprxq (2.30)
if x ě ψ´1
´
log2 K
y
¯
. For a moment take N “ Npω,ψq ě 1
2
`
ψ´1 plog2Kq ´ 1
˘
. Then (2.30)
can be applied to all x “ 2j ` 1 ě 2N ` 1 if 1 ď y ă log2K P p2,8q. The case y “ 2 implies
xW pr2jq “ 8ÿ
k“j
ppωpr2k`1q ´ pωpr2k`2qq ď 8ÿ
k“j
pωpr2k`1q ď 2pωpr2j`1q, j ě N. (2.31)
Let r‹j “ 1 ´ Kp1 ´ r2j`2q for all j ě N . Then r2j`1 ă r
‹
j ă 1 ´
1´r‹j
K
“ r2j`2 by the last
inequality in (2.30) with y “ 1, and hence xW ´1´ 1´r‹j
K
¯
“ xW pr2j`2q and
xW `r‹j ˘ “ ż 1´
1´r‹j
K
r‹j
ωprq dr `xW ˆ1´ 1´ r‹j
K
˙
.
Therefore there exists C1 “ C1pω,Kq ą 1 such that
xW `r‹j ˘ ď C1xW ˆ1´ 1´ r‹jK
˙
, j ě N, (2.32)
if and only if ż 1´ 1´r‹j
K
r‹
j
ωprq dr ď pC1 ´ 1qxW ˆ1´ 1´ r‹j
K
˙
, j ě N.
But
ş1´ 1´r‹j
K
r‹j
ωprq dr ě pC ´ 1qpω ´1´ 1´r‹j
K
¯
by (2.29), and xW ´1´ 1´r‹j
K
¯
“ xW pr2j`2q ď
2pωpr2j`3q by (2.31), so a necessary condition for (2.32) to hold is pωpr2j`2q . pωpr2j`3q for all
j ě N . But since ω P qD, this fails for j large enough by (2.27) and (2.28), and hence we
deduce W R pD. Thus PW : L8 Ñ B is not bounded by Theorem 1.
The first part of the proof does not require much of ψ. Now assume there exists a constant
C2 ą 0 such that ψpx` 1q ´ ψpxq ď C2{x for all x ě 1. Then (2.28) shows that
2ψpx`1q ď
1´ rx
1´ rx`1
ď 22C22ψpxq, x ě 1. (2.33)
To see that W R M, it is equivalent to find a contradiction with (2.18) for each prefixed
M ą 1. Assume for a moment thatż r2j`1
0
s
1
Mp1´r2j`1qW psq ds . r
1
Mp1´r2j`1q
2j pωpr2j´1q, j ě N. (2.34)
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Then, since ω P pD by the hypothesis, [27, Lemma 2.1] and (2.33) imply
ż r2j`1
0
s
1
Mp1´r2j`1qW psq ds . r
1
Mp1´r2j`1q
2j pωpr2j´1q
.
ˆ
r
1
p1´r2j q
2j
˙ 1´r2j
Mp1´r2j`1q
ˆ
1´ r2j´1
1´ r2j`1
˙β pωpr2j`1q
. e´
2ψp2j`1q
M 2βpψp2j`1q`ψp2jqqpωpr2j`1q
ď e´
2ψp2j`1q
M 22βψp2j`1qpωpr2j`1q, j ě N,
and
xW pr2j`1q ě pωpr2j`1q ´ pωpr2j`2q ě 1
2
pωpr2j`1q, j ě N,
by (2.30). These estimates yield a contradiction as j Ñ 8. It remains to prove (2.34). First
observe that
ż r2j`1
0
s
1
Mp1´r2j`1qW psq ds ď
jÿ
k“N
r
1
Mp1´r2j`1q
2k pωpr2k´1q “ r 1Mp1´r2j`1q2j pωpr2j´1qS,
where, by [27, Lemma 2.1],
S “
jÿ
k“N
ˆ
r
1
1´r2k
2k
˙ 1´r2k
Mp1´r2j`1q
ˆ
r
1
1´r2j
2j
˙ 1´r2j
Mp1´r2j`1q
pωpr2k´1qpωpr2j´1q
. 1`
j´1ÿ
k“N
e
´
1´r2k
Mp1´r2j`1q
` 1
r2j
1´r2j
Mp1´r2j`1q
`β log
1´r2k´1
1´r2j´1
ď 1`
j´1ÿ
k“N
e
´
1´r2k
Mp1´r2j`1q
` 1
r2j
1´r2j
Mp1´r2j`1q
`β log
1´r2k
1´r2j`1
`β log
1´r2k´1
1´r2k
ď 1`
j´1ÿ
k“N
e
´
1´r2k
Mp1´r2j`1q
` 1
r2j
1´r2j
Mp1´r2j`1q
`β log
1´r2k
1´r2j`1
`2βC2 log 2`β log
1´r2j
1´r2j`1
ď 1` e2βC2 log 2
j´1ÿ
k“N
e
´
1´r2k
Mp1´r2j`1q
`
´
1
r2N
`β
¯
1´r2j
Mp1´r2j`1q
`β log
1´r2k
1´r2j`1
for some constant β “ βpωq ą 0. By (2.33) we may now fix N “ Npω,ψq sufficiently large
such that
β log
1´ r2k
1´ r2j`1
ď
1
2M
1´ r2k
1´ r2j`1
, N ď k ď j ´ 1,
and
1´ r2j
1´ r2j´2
ď
1
4
´
1
r2N
` β
¯ , N ď j ´ 1.
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Then another application of (2.33) yields
S . 1` e2βC2 log 2
j´1ÿ
k“N
e
´
1´r2k
2Mp1´r2j`1q
`
´
1
r2N
`β
¯
1´r2j
Mp1´r2j`1q
ď 1` e2βC2 log 2
j´1ÿ
k“N
e
´
1´r2k
4Mp1´r2j`1q ď 1` e2βC2 log 2
j´1ÿ
k“N
e´
2ψp2k`1q`¨¨¨`ψp2j`1q
4M
ď 1` e2βC2 log 2
j´1ÿ
k“N
e´
2pj´kqψp2N`1q
4M ď 1` e2βC2 log 2
8ÿ
ℓ“1
e´
2ℓψp2N`1q
4M ă 8,
and thus (2.34) is valid. Therefore W R M, and hence B is not continuously embedded into
PW pL
8q by Theorem 2.
We next prove Apω Ă A
p
W Ă A
p
ωϕ for any prefixed ϕ tending to zero. Since we are interested
in the case in which ϕ tends to zero very slowly, we may assume without loss of generality
that ϕ is a differentiable concave function such that ´ϕ1ptq{ϕptq . 1{p1´ tq. Moreover, since
the statement concerns inclusions and thus only the behavior of ϕ near one matters, we may
further assume that ϕptq ď p1 ´ tqp1´tq2β for all 0 ď t ă 1. If r2n ď r ă r2n`1, then (2.30),
[27, Lemma 2.1(ii)] and (2.33) yield
pωprq ě xW prq “ xW pr2n`1q ě 1
2
pωpr2n`1q & pωpr2nqˆ1´ r2n`1
1´ r2n
˙β
& pωprq2´ψp2nqβ .
The same estimate with 2β in place of β is valid for r2n`1 ď r ă r2n`2, and thuspωprq ě xW prq & pωprq2´ψp2nq2β , r2n ď r ă r2n`2.
Since ϕ is decreasing, it therefore remains to find ψ “ ψω,ϕ such that
ϕ prxq “ ϕ
ˆ
1´
1
2xψpxq
˙
.
1
2ψpxq2β
, 1 ď x ă 8. (2.35)
Define ψpxq “ ´ 1
2β
log2 ϕ
`
1´ 1
x
˘
for all 1 ď x ă 8. Then (2.35) holds whenever
ϕ
˜
1´ ϕ
ˆ
1´
1
x
˙ x
2β
¸
ď ϕ
ˆ
1´
1
x
˙
, 1 ď x ă 8,
which is equivalent to ϕptq ď p1 ´ tqp1´tq2β for all 0 ď t ă 1 because ϕ is decreasing by the
hypothesis. To be precise, we also have to require ψpx ` 1q ´ ψpxq . 1{x for all 1 ď x ă 8,
but this easily follows from the concavity of ϕ and ´ϕ1ptq{ϕptq . 1{p1´ tq. Therefore we have
pωprq ě xW prq & pωprqϕprq ě xωϕprq, 0 ď r ă 1,
for each differentiable concave function ϕ tending to zero sufficiently slowly and satisfying
ϕptq ď p1´ tq2βp1´tq. A reasoning similar to that in (2.26) now gives Apω Ă A
p
W Ă A
p
ωϕ.
It remains to show that ϕω P D whenever ω P D and ´ϕ1ptq{ϕptq . 1{p1 ´ tq. But this is
straightforward. Namely, if ω P qD and ϕ is decreasing, then simple estimates yield ϕω P qD.
Next consider the sequence rj “ 1 ´ K
´j , where K “ Kpωq ą 1 is the one appearing in
the definition of qD. Observe that the hypothesis on ϕ implies ϕprjq . ϕprj`1q, and ω P D
easily gives
şrj`1
rj
ωptq dt .
şrj`2
rj`1
ωptq dt, both inequalities being valid for all j. By using these
estimates it follows that xϕωprN q . xϕωprN`1q for all N P N, from which we deduce ω P pD. 
3. Littlewood-Paley estimates
In this section, we will prove Theorems 5 and 6.
Proof of Theorem 6. Assume first ω P pD. For 0 ď r ă 1 and n P N Y t0u, let rn “ rnprq “
1´ 1´r
2n
so that r0 “ r, rn`1 “
1`rn
2
and rn ´ rn´1 “
1´r
2n
for all n P N. Then, k applications
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of [22, Lemma 3.1], with ρ “ rn for n “ 1, . . . , k, and q “ p, an integration by parts, the fact
that Mpp pr, fqpωprq Ñ 0 as r Ñ 1´ for each f P Apω and the definition of pD yieldż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq .
ż 1
0
Mpp
´
r1, f
pk´1q
¯
p1´ rqpk´1qpωprq dr
. ¨ ¨ ¨ .
ż 1
0
Mpp prk, fqωprq dr
“
ż 1
1´2´k
Mpp pr, fq 2
kω
´
1´ 2kp1´ rq
¯
dr
“Mpp
´
1´ 2´k, f
¯ pω p0q ` ż 1
1´2´k
d
dr
Mpp pr, fq pω ´1´ 2kp1´ rq¯ dr
ďMpp
´
1´ 2´k, f
¯ pω p0q ` Ck ż 1
1´2´k
d
dr
Mpp pr, fq pω prq dr
ďMpp
´
1´ 2´k, f
¯ pω p0q ` Ck ż 1
1´2´k
Mpp pr, fqωprq dr . }f}
p
A
p
ω
,
(3.1)
and (1.5) follows.
Assume now that (1.5) is valid for some 0 ă p ă 8 and k P N. By choosing fpzq “ zn, we
obtain ˜
k´1ź
j“0
pn´ jq
¸p ż 1
0
rpn´kqp p1´ rqkp ωprq dr .
ż 1
0
rnpωprq dr, n ě k.
If m ď kx ă m` 1 for m ě k, then
xkp
ż 1
0
rkpx p1´ rqkp ωprq dr ď ep
˜
k´1ź
j“0
pm´ jq
¸p ż 1
0
rpkx`1´kqp p1´ rqkp ωprq dr
ď ep
˜
k´1ź
j“0
pm` 1´ jq
¸p ż 1
0
rpm`1´kqp p1´ rqkp ωprq dr
.
ż 1
0
rpm`1qpωprq dr ď ωpkx, 1 ď x ă 8.
By writing q “ kp P p0,8q and extending the conclusion trivially for small values of x, we can
write the above inequality in the form
xq
ż 1
0
rqx p1´ rqq ωprq dr ď Cqωqx, 0 ď x ă 8, (3.2)
for some C “ Cpω, p, kq ą 0. It follows thatż 1´C
x
0
rqx ppxp1 ´ rqqq ´ Cqqωprq dr ď
ż 1
1´C
x
rqx pCq ´ pxp1´ rqqqqωprq dr
ď Cqpωˆ1´ C
x
˙
, x ě C,
and hence
pωˆ1´ C
x
˙
ě C´q
ż 1´Cp 32q 1q
x
0
rqx ppxp1´ rqqq ´Cqqωprq dr
ě
1
2
ż 1´Cp 32q 1q
x
0
rqxωprq dr, x ą
ˆ
3
2
˙ 1
q
C.
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This estimate together with Fubini’s theorem yields
2pωˆ1´ C
x
˙
ě
ż 1´Cp 32q 1q
x
0
ωptq
ˆż t
0
qxsqx´1 ds
˙
dt
“
ż 1´Cp 32q 1q
x
0
qxsqx´1
¨˚
˚˝ż 1´Cp 32q
1
q
x
s
ωptq dt
‹˛‹‚ds
“
ż 1´Cp 32q 1q
x
0
qxsqx´1
¨˝
pω psq ´ pω
¨˝
1´
C
`
3
2
˘ 1
q
x
‚˛˛‚ds
ě
ż r
0
qxsqx´1pω psq ds´ pω
¨˝
1´
C
`
3
2
˘ 1
q
x
‚˛ż 1´Cp 32q
1
q
x
0
qxsqx´1 ds
ě pωprqrqx ´ pω
¨˝
1´
C
`
3
2
˘ 1
q
x
‚˛¨˝1´ C `32˘ 1q
x
‚˛qx
for all 0 ă r ă 1´
Cp 32q
1
q
x
ă 1. Therefore
pωprqrqx ď
¨˝
2`
¨˝
1´
C
`
3
2
˘ 1
q
x
‚˛qx‚˛pω
¨˝
1´
C
`
3
2
˘ 1
q
x
‚˛ď 3pω
¨˝
1´
C
`
3
2
˘ 1
q
x
‚˛
for all 0 ă r ă 1´
Cp 32q
1
q
x
ă 1. By choosing x such that 1´
Cp 32q
1
q
x
“ 1`r
2
, we obtain
pωprq ď 3
¨˝
inf
$&%r 2Cp
3
2q
1
q
1´r :
1
2
ď r ă 1
,.-‚˛
´q pωˆ1` r
2
˙
. pωˆ1` r
2
˙
,
1
2
ď r ă 1,
and it follows that ω P pD. l
If ω P pD, then (1.5) is satisfied by Theorem 6, and this in turn implies (3.2) by the latter
part of the proof of Theorem 6. By replacing x by x{β and choosing q “ β we deduce that
(3.2) is equivalent to xβpωrβsqx ď pCβq
βωx for all 0 ď x ă 8. Now that (3.2) implies ω P pD
by the proof of Theorem 6, we deduce that a radial weight ω belongs to pD if and only if for
some (equivalently for each) β ą 0, there exists a constant C “ Cpω, βq ą 0 such that
xβpωrβsqx ď Cωx, 0 ď x ă 8. (3.3)
Some more notation is needed for the proof of Theorem 5. For a radial weight ω, K ą 1
and 0 ď r ă 1, let ρrn “ ρ
r
npω,Kq be defined by pωpρrnq “ pωprqK´n. Write ρ0n “ ρn for short.
By defining ρrn “ mintρ : pωpρq “ pωprqK´nu, the sequence becomes unique.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let first ω P D. Then the left hand side dominates the right hand side in
(1.4) by Theorem 6. For the converse inequality, a calculation shows that p1 ´ sqγωpsq P qD,
whenever ω P qD and γ ě 0, so it is enough to prove that
}f}p
A
p
ω
. |fp0q|p `
ż
D
|f 1pzq|pp1´ |z|qpωpzq dApzq, f P HpDq.
Next, by choosing t “ ρn`1 and r “ ρn in (2.27), we deduce that for each K ą 1, there exists
C “ Cpω,Kq ą 0 such that 1 ´ ρn ď Cp1 ´ ρn`1q for all n P N Y t0u. So, applying [22,
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Lemma 3.4] (with γ “ p and An “ Mppρn`1, fq for p ě 1, and γ “ 1 and An “ M
p
p pρn`1, fq
for p ă 1) and (1.6) yield
}f}p
A
p
ω
ď
ż 1
0
Mpp pr, fqωprq dr ď
ˆ
1´
1
K
˙ 8ÿ
n“´1
Mpp pρn`1, fq
pωp0q
Kn
.
8ÿ
n“´1
Mpp pρn`2, f
1qpρn`2 ´ ρn`1q
p pωp0q
Kn
` |fp0q|p
.
8ÿ
n“´1
Mpp pρn`2, f
1qp1´ ρn`3q
p pωp0q
Kn
` |fp0q|p
.
8ÿ
n“´1
Mpp pρn`2, f
1qp1´ ρn`3q
p
ż ρn`3
ρn`2
ωpsq ds ` |fp0q|p
.
ż 1
ρ1
Mpp ps, fqp1´ sq
pωpsq ds ` |fp0q|p, f P HpDq.
Therefore we have shown that (1.4) is satisfied if ω P D.
Conversely, assume that (1.4) is satisfied for some k P N and 0 ă p ă 8. Then ω P pD by
Theorem 6. By applying (1.4) to the monomials zn, we deduce
ωnp`1 . n
kp
ż
D
|z|pn´kqpp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq — nkppωrkpsqnp`1, n ě k,
where the last step follows by the monotonicity of Lp-means of analytic functions. It follows
that ω PM, because (2.16) characterizes M for some (equivalently for each) β ą 0. Now thatpD XM “ D by Theorem 3, we have ω P D. l
4. Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k plus duality pA
p1
ω q‹ » D
p
ω,k
In this section we will prove Theorems 11 and 12.
Proof of Theorem 11. It is clear that (i) implies (iii), and (iv) follows from (iii) by Theorem 6.
The fact that Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded whenever ω P
pD is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 16 below. To complete the proof we will show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. But
before that, we observe that one can also deduce (iv) from (i) by Theorems 6 and 7.
First observe that the dual space pAp
1
ω q‹ can be identified with PωpL
p
ωq under the A2ω-pairing,
and in particular, for each L P pAp
1
ω q‹ there exists h P L
p
ω such that
Lpfq “ LPωphqpfq “ xf, PωphqyA2ω , f P A
p1
ω , }L} “ }h}Lpω . (4.1)
Now assume (i). Then, by (4.1), for each L P pAp
1
ω q‹ there exists h P L
p
ω such that L “ LPωphq,
where
}Pωphq}Dp
ω,k
ď C}h}Lpω “ C}L}.
Thus (ii) holds. Conversely, assume (ii) and let h P Lpω. Then, by (4.1), LPωphq P pA
p1
ω q‹ and
}LPωphq} ď }h}Lpω . Moreover, by (ii) LPωphq “ Lg for some g P D
p
ω,k and }g}Dpω,k
ď C}LPωphq}.
Therefore g “ Pωphq and }Pωphq}Dp
ω,k
ď C}h}Lpω . Since h was arbitrary, (i) follows. l
For k P NY t0u and a radial weight ω, consider the operators
Tω,kpfqpzq “ p1´ |z|q
k
ż
D
fpζqpBωζ q
pkqpzqωpζq dApζq, z P D, f P L1ω,
and
T`ω,kpfqpzq “ p1´ |z|q
k
ż
D
fpζq
ˇˇˇ
pBωζ q
pkqpzq
ˇˇˇ
ωpζq dApζq, z P D, f P L1ω.
Then obviously Tω,0 “ Pω and T
`
ω,0 “ P
`
ω .
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Theorem 16. Let ω be a radial weight, 1 ă p ă 8 and k P N. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) T`ω,k : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded;
(ii) Tω,k : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded;
(iii) ω P pD.
Proof. We begin with showing that T`ω,k : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded if ω P pD. Let 1 ă p ă 8, and
choose h “ pω´ 1pp1 . By Schur’s test, it suffices to show thatż
D
p1´ |z|qk
ˇˇˇ
pBωζ q
pkqpzq
ˇˇˇ
hp
1
pζqωpζq dApζq . hp
1
pzq, z P D, (4.2)
and ż
D
p1´ |z|qk
ˇˇˇ
pBωζ q
pkqpzq
ˇˇˇ
hppzqωpzq dApzq . hppζq, ζ P D. (4.3)
By applying [25, Theorem 1] and [27, Lemma 2.1(ii)], we deduce
p1´ |z|qk
ż
D
ˇˇˇ
pBωζ q
pkqpzq
ˇˇˇ
hp
1
pζqωpζq dApζq
— p1´ |z|qk
ż 1
0
˜ż s|z|
0
dtpωptqp1 ´ tqk`1 ` 1
¸
ωpsqpωpsq 1p ds
— p1´ |z|qk
˜ż 1
0
ωpsq
p1´ s|z|qkpωpszqpωpsq 1p ds
¸
ď
ż |z|
0
ωpsqpωpsq1` 1p ds` 1pωpzq
ż 1
|z|
ωpsqpωpsq 1p ds . 1pωpzq 1p “ hp1pzq, z P D,
and hence (4.2) is satisfied. A similar reasoning gives (4.3). Thus T`ω,k : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded
if ω P pD and 1 ă p ă 8.
Since (i) trivially implies (ii), it remains to show that ω P pD if Tω,k : Lpω Ñ Lpω is bounded.
The representation formula gives f “ Pωpfq for each f P A
1
ω. Hence p1 ´ |z|q
kf pkqpzq “
Tω,kpfqpzq and
}f pkqp¨qp1 ´ | ¨ |qk}Lpω “ }Tω,kpfq}Lpω . }f}Apω , f P A
p
ω,
if Tω,k : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded. Therefore ω P pD by Theorem 6. 
The proof of Theorem 16 shows that if ω P pD, then }f pkqp¨qp1 ´ | ¨ |qk}Lpω . }f}Apω for all
f P Apω provided 1 ă p ă 8. This yields an alternate proof of (1.5) under the hypotheses
1 ă p ă 8 and ω P pD. Moreover, the equivalence between (i) and (iv) in Theorem 1 can be
considered as the limit case p “ 8 of Theorem 16.
Now we characterize the radial weights ω such that Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded and onto.
Proof of Theorem 12. Theorem 5 implies that (iii) and (iv) are equivalent. Moreover, if (iv)
holds, then Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded by Theorem 11, and it is onto since A
p
ω “ D
p
ω,k by
Theorem 5. Thus (i) is satisfied.
Assume (i). Then pAp
1
ω q‹ is continuously embedded into D
p
ω,k via the A
2
ω-pairing by The-
orem 11. Moreover, since Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is onto, there exists C ą 0 such that for each
g P Dpω,k there is h P L
p
ω such that g “ Pωphq and }h}Lpω ď C}g}Dpω,k
. Then (2.3) yields
|Lgpfq| ď }h}Lpω}f}Ap
1
ω
ď C}g}Dp
ω,k
}f}
A
p1
ω
, f P Ap
1
ω , g P D
p
ω,k,
that is, Dpω,k is continuously embedded into pA
p1
ω q‹, and thus (ii) holds.
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We complete the proof by showing that (ii) implies (iv). Since Apω is continuously embedded
into pAp
1
ω q‹, it follows that Id : A
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded whenever (ii) is satisfied. Hence ω P
pD
by Theorem 6. It remains to show that ω P qD. Since each g P Dpω,k induces a bounded linear
functional Lg, defined by Lgpfq “ xf, gyA2ω , on A
p1
ω , there exists a constant C ą 0 such thatˇˇ
xf, gyA2ω
ˇˇ
ď C}f}
A
p1
ω
}g}Dp
ω,k
, f, g P HpDq. (4.4)
For each t P
`
1
2
, 1
˘
, consider the analytic functions gtpzq “
ř8
k“0
ptzq2
k
ω
2k`1
and ft,βpzq “
ř8
k“0
ptzq2
k
pω
2k`1
qβ
,
where β ą 2
p1
. Since ft and gt are lacunary series with the same gaps, for each 0 ă q ă 8
there exist constants C1 “ C1pqq ą 0 and C2 “ C2pqq ą 0 such that
C1M2pr, hq ďMqpr, hq ď C2M2pr, hq, h P tft,β, gtu, r, t P p0, 1q. (4.5)
The choices f “ ft,β and g “ gt in (4.4) yield
8ÿ
k“0
t2
k`1
pω2k`1q
β
. }ft,β}Ap
1
ω
}gt}Dp
ω,k
. (4.6)
For ω P pD, N P NY t0u and α, γ ą 0 we have the estimateż r
0
dxpωptqαp1´ tqγ —
8ÿ
n“N
r2
n`1
2np1´γqωα
2n`1
, r Ñ 1´, (4.7)
the proof of which is postponed for a moment. This together with (4.5) and (4.7) imply
}ft,β}
p1
A
p1
ω
—
ż 1
0
˜
8ÿ
k“0
pstq2
k`1
ω
2β
2k`1
¸ p1
2
ωpsq ds —
ż 1
0
ˆż st
0
dxpωpxq2βp1´ xq
˙ p1
2
ωpsq ds ` 1
ď
ˆż t
0
dxpωpxqβp1´ xq
˙ p1
2
ż 1
0
ωpsqpωpstq p1β2 ds` 1
.
ˆż t
0
dxpωpxqβp1´ xq
˙ p1
2
˜ż t
0
ωpsqpωpsq p1β2 ds` 1pωptq p1β2 ´1
¸
` 1
—
ˆż t
0
dx
p1´ xqpωpxqβ
˙ p1
2 1pωptq p1β2 ´1 , tÑ 1´.
(4.8)
In a similar manner (4.5) and (4.7) yield
}gt}
p
D
p
ω,k
—
ż 1
0
¨˚
˝ ÿ
ją
log2 k
log 2
22kjs2
j`1´2kt2
j`1
ω2
2j`1
‹˛‚
p
2
ωpsqp1´ sqkp ds
.
ż 1
0
ˆż st
0
dxpωpxq2p1´ xq2k`1
˙ p
2
ωpsqp1´ sqkp ds` 1
—
ż t
0
ωpsqpωpstqp ds` 1 — 1pωptqp´1 , tÑ 1´.
(4.9)
By combining (4.6)–(4.9), we deduceż t
0
dxpωpxqβp1´ xq .
ˆż t
0
dxpωpxqβp1´ xq
˙ 1
2 1pωptqβ2 , tÑ 1´,
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and it follows that ż t
0
dxpωpxqβp1´ xq . 1pωptqβ , 0 ď t ă 1.
If now 0 ď r ď t ă 1, then this estimate yields
1pωprqβ log 1´ r1´ t “ 1pωprqβ
ż t
r
ds
1´ s
ď
ż t
r
dspωpsqβp1´ sq ď Cpωptqβ ,
where C “ Cpβ, ωq ą 0. By setting t “ 1´ 1´r
K
, where K ą 1, we deduce
pωprq ě ˆ logK
C
˙ 1
β pωˆ1´ 1´ r
K
˙
, 0 ď r ă 1,
from which it follows that ω P qD by choosing K sufficiently large.
It remains to prove (4.7). Let r ą 1´ 2´N´1 and choose N˚ P N such that 1´ 2´N
˚
ď r ă
1´ 2´N
˚´1. Then [27, Lemma 2.1(ii)(vi)] yields
N˚ÿ
n“N
r2
n`1
2np1´γqωα
2n`1
—
N˚ÿ
n“N
1
2np1´γqωα
2n`1
—
N˚ÿ
n“N
1
2np1´γqpω `1´ 1
2n`1
˘α
—
ż N˚
N
ds
2sp1´γqpω `1´ 1
2s
˘α — ż 1´ 12N˚`1
1´ 1
2N
dt
p1´ tqγpωptqα
ě
ż r
1´ 1
2N
dt
p1´ tqγpωptqα —
ż r
0
dt
p1´ tqγpωptqα , r Ñ 1´.
The same upper bound can be established in a manner similar to that above. By [27,
Lemma 2.1(ii)] we may fix β ą 0 such that pωprqαp1 ´ rq´β is essentially increasing. This
and [27, Lemma 2.1(ii)(vi)] yield
8ÿ
n“N˚
r2
n`1
2np1´γqωα
2n`1
—
8ÿ
n“N˚
r2
n`1
2np1´γqpω `1´ 1
2n
˘α . 1
2βN˚pω ´1´ 1
2N
˚
¯α 8ÿ
n“N˚
r2
n`1
2np1´γ´βq
—
1
2βN˚p1´γqpω ´1´ 1
2N
˚
¯α — 1p1´ rqγ´1pωprqα
—
ż r
4r´1
3
dt
p1´ tqγpωptqα , r Ñ 1´.
By combining the estimates established we deduce (4.7). l
5. Bergman projection Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω
We begin with some necessary definitions. Recall that for a radial weight ω and K ą 1,
tρnu
8
n“0 “ tρnpω,Kqu
8
n“0 is a sequence defined by pωpρnq “ pωp0qK´n for all n P N Y t0u.
Denote
Mn “Mnpω,Kq “ E
ˆ
1
1´ ρn
˙
, (5.1)
where Epxq P NY t0u satisfies Epxq ď x ă Epxq ` 1 for all x ą 0. Write
Ip0q “ Iω,Kp0q “ tk P NY t0u : k ăM1u
and
Ipnq “ Iω,Kpnq “ tk P N : Mn ď k ăMn`1u , n P N.
For a Banach space X Ă HpDq, s P R, 0 ă q ď 8 and a sequence of polynomials tPnu
8
n“0,
let
ℓqspX, tPnuq “
#
f P HpDq : }f}q
ℓ
q
spX,tPnuq
“
8ÿ
n“0
`
2´ns}Pn ˚ f}X
˘q
ă 8
+
, 0 ă q ă 8, (5.2)
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and
ℓ8s pX, tPnuq “
"
f P HpDq : }f}ℓ8s pX,tPnuq “ sup
n
`
2´ns}Pn ˚ f}X
˘
ă 8
*
. (5.3)
For quasi-normed spaces X,Y Ă HpDq, let rX,Y s “ tg P HpDq : f ˚ g P Y for all f P Xu
denote the space of coefficient multipliers from X to Y equipped with the norm
}g}rX,Y s “ sup t}f ˚ g}Y : f P X, }f}X ď 1u ,
and finally, let A denote the disk algebra.
Proof of Theorem 7. It is well known that if Pω : L
p1
ω Ñ L
p1
ω is bounded, then pA
p
ωq‹ » A
p1
ω
via the A2ω-pairing with equivalence of norms. The converse implication is true also. Namely,
assume that pApωq‹ » A
p1
ω via the A2ω-pairing with equivalence of norms. Let h P L
p1
ω , and
consider the bounded linear functional Thpfq “ xf, hyL2ω on A
p
ω that satisfies }Th} ď }h}Lp
1
ω
.
Then Thpfq “ xf, PωphqyA2ω for all f P A
p
ω by (2.3). Further, by the hypothesis, there exists
g P Ap
1
ω such that Thpfq “ xf, gyA2ω for all f P A
p
ω, and }Th} — }g}Ap
1
ω
. It follows that
Pωphq “ g, and hence }Pωphq}Ap
1
ω
— }Th} ď }h}Lp
1
ω
. Since h P Lp
1
ω was arbitrary, this shows
that Pω : L
p1
ω Ñ L
p1
ω is bounded.
Consequently, it suffices to show that pApωq
‹
can be identified with Ap
1
ω via the A2ω-pairing
with equivalence of norms.
For an analytic function f in D, with Maclaurin series fpzq “
ř8
n“0
pfpnqzn, define the
polynomials ∆ωnf by
∆ωnfpzq “
ÿ
kPIω,2pnq
pfpkqzk, n P NY t0u,
so that f “
ř8
n“0∆
ω
nf . Then the case α “ 1 and q “ p of [26, Theorem 3.4] (see also [19,
Theorem 4.1] and [23, Theorem 4] for similar results) shows that for 1 ă p ă 8 and ω P pD,
we have
}f}p
A
p
ω
—
8ÿ
n“0
2´n}∆ωnf}
p
Hp , f P HpDq. (5.4)
Therefore Apω “ ℓ
p
1
p
pHp, t∆ωnuq with equivalent norms.
To prove the theorem, first observe that pApωq
‹
can be identified with rApω,H8s “ rA
p
ω,As
via the H2-pairing with equality of norms by [19, Proposition 1.3]. That is, for each L P pApωq
‹
there exists a unique g P rApω,H8s such that Lpfq “ xf, gyH2 and }L} “ }g}rApω ,H8s, and
conversely, each functional Lpfq “ xf, gyH2 induced by g P rA
p
ω,H
8s belongs to pApωq
‹
and
satisfies }L} “ }g}rApω ,H8s. Next, use [19, Theorem 5.4] and the fact that pH
pq‹ » rHp,H8s “
Hp
1
via the H2-pairing to deduce„
ℓ
p
1
p
pHp, t∆ωnuq ,H
8

» ℓp
1
´ 1
p
prHp,H8s, t∆ωnuq “ ℓ
p1
´ 1
p
´
Hp
1
, t∆ωnu
¯
(5.5)
with equivalent norms. Since Apω » ℓ
p
1
p
pHp, t∆ωnuq with equivalent norms, it follows that
pApωq
‹ » rApω,H
8s » ℓp
1
´ 1
p
pHp
1
,∆ωnq (5.6)
via the H2-pairing with equivalence of norms.
Finally, define the operator Iω : HpDq Ñ HpDq by Iωpgqpzq “
ř8
k“0 pgpkqω2k`1zk for all
z P D. The sequence tω2k`1u
8
k“0 is non-increasing, and hence there exists a constant C ą 0
such that
C´1ωMn`1}∆
ω
ng}Hp1 ď }∆
ω
nI
ωpgq}Hp1 ď CωMn}∆
ω
ng}Hp1 , g P HpDq,
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by [23, Lemma E]. This combined with ωx — pω `1´ 1x˘, valid for all 1 ď x ă 8 by [27,
Lemma 2.1(vi)], gives }∆ωnI
ωpgq}Hp1 — 2
´n}∆ωng}Hp1 for all g P HpDq. Therefore (5.4) yields
}Iωpgq}p
1
ℓ
p1
´ 1p
pHp1 ,∆ωnq
“
8ÿ
n“0
2
np1
p }∆ωnI
ωpgq}p
1
Hp
1 —
8ÿ
n“0
2
np1
p
´np1
}∆ωng}
p1
Hp
1
“
8ÿ
n“0
2´n}∆ωng}
p1
Hp
1 — }g}
p1
A
p1
ω
, g P HpDq,
and hence Iω : Ap
1
ω Ñ ℓ
p1
´ 1
p
pHp
1
, t∆ωnuq is isomorphic and onto. This converts pA
p
ωq
‹
»
ℓ
p1
´ 1
p
pHp
1
,∆ωnq via the H
2-pairing, valid by (5.6), to pApωq
‹
» Ap
1
ω via the A2ω-pairing, and
thus finishes the proof. l
Dostanic´ [10] showed that for a radial weight ω and 1 ă p ă 8, the reverse Ho¨lder’s
inequality
ω
1
p
np`1ω
1
p1
np1`1 . ω2n`1, n P N, (5.7)
is a necessary condition for Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω to be bounded. If ω P pD and k ą 0 are fixed, then
ωx — ωkx for all x ě 1 by [27, Lemma 2.1], and hence (5.7) is satisfied. Of course this also
follows by Theorem 7. We offer two simple proofs of the necessary condition (5.7). In fact,
we prove the following more general result.
Proposition 17. Let ω a radial weight and 1 ă p ă 8. If Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded, then
the following statements hold and are equivalent:
(i) sup
nPN
ω
1
p
np`1ω
1
p1
np1`1
ω2n`1
ă 8;
(ii) sup
m´nPNYt0u
ˆ
ω2m`1
ω2pm´nq`1
˙p ωppm´nq`1
ωppm`nq`1
ă 8;
(iii)
ˆ
1
ω2n`1
ż 1
0
fprqr2n`1ωprq dr
˙p
.
1
ωnp`1
ż 1
0
fprqprpn`1ωprq dr, f P Lpωpr0, 1qq, f ě 0.
Proof. Let 1 ă p ă 8 and ω a radial weight such that Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded. Further,
for m,n P R with m´n P NY t0u, let fm,npzq “ z
m´n|z|2n for all z P D. Then Pωpfm,nqpzq “
ω2m`1
ω2pm´nq`1
zm´n, and hence
2}Pω}
p
L
p
ωÑL
p
ω
ωppm`nq`1 “ }Pω}
p
L
p
ωÑL
p
ω
}fm,n}
p
L
p
ω
ě }Pωpfm,nq}
p
L
p
ω
“ 2
ˆ
ω2m`1
ω2pm´nq`1
˙p
ωppm´nq`1.
Therefore (ii) is satisfied and the supremum is bounded by }Pω}
p
L
p
ωÑL
p
ω
. The choices n “ m´k
and m “ kp1{2 with k P N in (ii) give
sup
kPN
ˆ
ωkp1`1
ω2k`1
˙p ωkp`1
ωkp1`1
ă 8,
which is equivalent to (i). Further, (i) together with Ho¨lder’s inequality yields
1
ω2n`1
ż 1
0
fprqr2n`1ωprq dr ď
1
ω2n`1
ˆż 1
0
fprqprpn`1ωprq dr
˙ 1
p
ω
1
p1
np1`1
.
ˆ
1
ωnp`1
ż 1
0
fprqprpn`1ωprq dr
˙ 1
p
,
and thus (iii) is satisfied. By replacing n by m ´ n in (iii), and choosing fprq “ r2n, one
obtains (ii).
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An alternate way to see that each ω P pD satisfies the Dostanic´ condition (5.7) reads as
follows. Since Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded by Theorem 7, the identification pA
p
ωq
‹
of the dual of
A
p
ω via the A2ω-pairing is a subset of A
p1
ω . Therefore there exists a constant C “ Cpω, pq ą 0
such that
}g}
A
p1
ω
ď C sup
fPApωzt0u
ˇˇ
xf, gyA2ω
ˇˇ
}f}Apω
, g P HpDq.
By choosing gpzq “ zn, and using the boundedness of the Riesz projection P on Hp for p ą 1,
we deduce
ω
1
p1
np1`1 ď C sup
fPApωzt0u
| pfpnq|ω2n`1
}f}Apω
ď C}P }LpÑHp
ω2n`1
ω
1
p
np`1
, n P N,
and the assertion follows. 
It is obvious that (5.7) implies ω
1
p
xpω
1
p1
xp1 . ω2x for all x ě 1. Namely, since for any fixed
y ě 0, there exists C “ Cpy, ωq ą 0 such that ωx ď Cωx`y for all x ě 1, by choosing
n ď x ă n` 1, we deduce
ω2x ě ω2x`1 ě ω2pn`1q`1 & ω
1
p
pn`1qp`1ω
1
p1
pn`1qp1`1 ě ω
1
p
xp`p`1ω
1
p1
xp1`p1`1 — ω
1
p
xpω
1
p1
xp1 , x ě 1.
With these preparations we can embark on the proof of Theorem 9.
Proof of Theorem 9. Denote Jωprq “
şr
0
dtpωptqp1´tq for all 0 ď r ă 1. If ω P qD, then (2.27) yields
Jωprq ď
Cp1´ rqβpωprq
ż r
0
dt
p1´ tq1`β
ď
C
βpωprq , 0 ď r ă 1. (5.8)
The proof of Theorem 16 with k “ 0 together with Jωprqpωprq . 1 readily gives that P`ω :
L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded.
Conversely, assume that P`ω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded. Then [14, Proposition 3] implies
sup
0ătă1
ˆż t
0
pJωprqq
pωprq dr ` 1
˙ pωptqp´1 ă 8. (5.9)
Recall that for K ą 1 and n P NYt0u, ρn “ ρnpK,ωq P r0, 1q is defined by pωpρnq “ pωp0qK´n.
Therefore ż ρn
0
Jpωptqωptq dt ě
ż ρn
ρn´1
˜ż ρn´1
ρn´2
dspωpsqp1´ sq
¸p
ωptq dt
ě
pωpρn´1q ´ pωpρnqpωpρn´2qp
ˆ
log
1´ ρn´2
1´ ρn´1
˙p
“
K ´ 1pωpρnqp´1K2p
ˆ
log
1´ ρn´2
1´ ρn´1
˙p
, n P Nzt1u,
and hence (5.9) implies
1´ ρn ď C11´ ρn`1, n P NY t0u, (5.10)
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for some constant C1 “ C1pp, ωq ą 0. Let now β ą 0, and for 0 ă r ă 1, choose n P N Y t0u
such that ρn ď r ă ρn`1. Then (5.10) yieldsyωrβsprq
p1´ rqβ
ě
yωrβspρn`1q
p1´ ρnqβ
“
1
p1´ ρnqβ
8ÿ
j“n`1
ż ρj`1
ρj
ωptqp1´ tqβ dt
ě
1
p1´ ρnqβ
8ÿ
j“n`1
p1´ ρj`1q
β
ż ρj`1
ρj
ωptq dt
“
K ´ 1
K2
8ÿ
j“n`1
ˆ
1´ ρj`1
1´ ρn
˙β pωp0q
Kj´1
ě
K ´ 1
K2
ˆ
1´ ρn`2
1´ ρn
˙β pωpρnq ě K ´ 1
K2C2β
pωprq,
and therefore there exists a constant C2 “
K2C21
K´1 ą 1 such that
pωprq ď C2 yωrβsprq
p1´ rqβ
, 0 ď r ă 1. (5.11)
We will show next that if (5.11) is satisfied for some β P p0,8q, then ω P qD. To see this, first
integrate by parts to get
yωrβsprq “ ż 1
r
ωptqp1 ´ tqβ dt “ pωprqp1 ´ rqβ ´ ż 1
r
pωptqβp1 ´ tqβ´1 dt.
Hence, for a given β ą 0, the inequality in (5.11) is equivalent to
pωprq ď C2pωprq ´ C2 ş1r pωptqβp1 ´ tqβ´1 dt
p1´ rqβ
,
that is, ş1
r
pωptqβp1´ tqβ´1 dt
p1´ rqβ
ď C3pωprq, 0 ď r ă 1, (5.12)
where C3 “
C2´1
C2
P p0, 1q. By choosing M sufficiently large such that 1´ 1
Mβ
ą C3 we obtain
C3pωprq ě ş1´ 1´rMr pωptqβp1 ´ tqβ´1 dt
p1´ rqβ
ě pωˆ1´ 1´ r
M
˙ˆ
1´
1
Mβ
˙
,
and thus ω P qD. Since ω P pD by the hypothesis, we deduce ω P D. l
We make a couple of observations on the proof of Theorem 9. If ω P qD and γ ą 0, then
(2.27) implies ż r
0
dtpωptqγp1´ tq ď C1pωprqγ , 0 ď r ă 1, (5.13)
for some C1 “ C1pγ, ωq, see (5.8) for the case γ “ 1. Conversely, (5.13) implies
C1pω `1´ 1´r
K
˘γ ě ż 1´ 1´rK
r
dtpωptqγp1´ tq ě logKpωprqγ , 0 ď r ă 1, K ą 1,
and by choosing K sufficiently large we deduce ω P qD. Further, for each K ą 1, (2.27) with
ρn “ r ď t “ ρn`1 easily implies (5.10) for some constant C1 “ C1pK,ωq ą 0. The proof
of Theorem 9 shows that this further implies (5.11), which in turn yields (5.12). Therefore
(5.10), (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) are equivalent characterizations of the class qD.
Proposition 18. The weight W “ Wω,ϕ defined in the proof of Theorem 15 with the choice
ω ” 1 does not belong to the Dostanic´ class for any p P p1,8qzt2u.
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Proof. The weight defined in the proof of Theorem 15 with ω ” 1 is
W prq “Wω,ψprq “
8ÿ
n“N
χrr2n`1,r2n`2sprq, rx “ 1´
1
2xψpxq
, x ě 1,
where ψ : r1,8q Ñ p0,8q an increasing unbounded function. Denote x “ p
1´r2j`t
, where
0 ď t ď 2. If 0 ď t ď 1, then (2.30) and the last inequality in (2.31) imply
Wx “
ż r2j
0
rxW prq dr `
ż 1
r2j`1
rxW prq dr —
ż r2j
0
rxW prq dr `
ż 1
r2j`1
W prq dr
“
j´1ÿ
k“N
ż r2k`2
r2k`1
rxωprq dr `
8ÿ
k“j
ż r2k`2
r2k`1
ωprq dr
“
j´1ÿ
k“N
ż r2k`2
r2k`1
rxωprq dr `
8ÿ
k“j
ppωpr2k`1q ´ pωpr2k`2qq
—
j´1ÿ
k“N
ż r2k`2
r2k`1
rxωprq dr `
8ÿ
k“j
pωpr2k`1q — j´1ÿ
k“N
ż r2k`2
r2k`1
rxωprq dr ` pωpr2j`1q “ Ix ` IIx,
where
Ix “
j´1ÿ
k“N
ż r2k`2
r2k`1
rx dr —
1
x
j´1ÿ
k“N
`
rx2k`2 ´ r
x
2k`1
˘
.
Now
rx2j ´ r
x
2j´1 “ r
x
2j
ˆ
1´
ˆ
r2j´1
r2j
˙x˙
,
ˆ
r2j´1
r2j
˙x
ď
ˆ
r2j´1
r2j
˙ p
1´r2j
— r
p
1´r2j
2j´1 Ñ 0, j Ñ8,
and for k ď j ´ 2 we have
rx2k`2 ´ r
x
2k`1 ď r
x
2k`2 ď r
x
2j´2 ď r
p
1´r2j
2j´1 Ñ 0, j Ñ8,
and thus Ix —
1
x
rx2j as j Ñ8. Therefore
Wx —
1
x
rx2j ` p1´ r2j`1q, j Ñ8.
Therefore the Dostanic´ condition for W in the case 0 ď t ă 1 boils down to the inequalityˆ
p1´ r2j`tq
1
p r
1
1´r2j`t
2j ` p1´ r2j`1q
1
p
˙ˆ
p1´ r2j`tq
1
p1 r
1
1´r2j`t
2j ` p1´ r2j`1q
1
p1
˙
.
ˆ
p1´ r2j`tqr
2
1´r2j`t
2j ` p1´ r2j`1q
˙
, j Ñ8.
(5.14)
This inequality may only fail for the “crossing” terms resulting from the multiplication on
the left, the rest of the terms are trivially fine. Let us look at the first inequality involving a
crossing term:
p1´ r2j`tq
1
p r
1
1´r2j`t
2j p1´ r2j`1q
1
p1 ď C
ˆ
p1´ r2j`1q ` p1´ r2j`tqr
2
1´r2j`t
2j
˙
.
By dividing the inequality by p1´ r2j`tqr
2
1´r2j`t
2j and completing the square, we deduce˜
1´
ˆ
1´ r2j`1
1´ r2j`t
˙ 1
2
r
´ 1
1´r2j`t
2j
¸2
` r
´ 1
1´r2j`t
2j
˜
2
ˆ
1´ r2j`1
1´ r2j`t
˙ 1
2
´ C´1
ˆ
1´ r2j`1
1´ r2j`t
˙ 1
p1
¸
ě 0.
Because of how rx is defined, there exists a sequence ttju tending to zero from the right such
that the square term above with tj in place of t vanishes for all large j. If 1 ă p ă 2, then
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for each prefixed C the sign of the second term with tj in place of t becomes negative for
all j large enough because tj Ñ 0
` as j Ñ 8. Thus the Dostanic´ condition is not valid. If
2 ă p ă 8, then the other crossing term makes the inequality fail. 
Let ω “ ϕ : r0, 1q Ñ r0,8q decreasing to zero arbitrarily slowly and such that ´ϕ1ptq{ϕptq .
1{p1 ´ tq for all 0 ď t ă 1. Then ω P D by Theorem 15, and therefore Proposition 18
and Theorem 15 combined with Theorem 9 show that there exists a weight W such that
Ap Ă ApW Ă A
p
ω, P` : Lp Ñ Lp and P`ω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω are bounded but PW : L
p
W Ñ L
p
W is
not. This shows that the boundedness of Pω is equally much related to the regularity of the
weight ω as to its growth.
6. Bergman projection Pω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν
The main objective of this section is to prove Theorem 13. We begin with auxiliary results
which are of independent interest.
Proposition 19. Let 1 ă p ă 8 and ω, ν, η radial weights. If Pω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
η is bounded, then
sup
m´nPNYt0u
ˆ
ω2m`1
ω2pm´nq`1
˙p ηppm´nq`1
νppm`nq`1
ď }Pω}
p
L
p
νÑL
p
η
. (6.1)
In particular, if Pω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded, then the following statements hold:
(i) ω P pD ñ ν P pD;
(ii) ν P Mñ ω PM.
Proof. For m,n P R with m ´ n P N Y t0u, let fm,npzq “ z
m´n|z|2n for all z P D. Then
Pωpfm,nqpzq “
ω2m`1
ω2pm´nq`1
zm´n, and hence
2}Pω}
p
L
p
νÑL
p
η
νppm`nq`1 “ }Pω}
p
L
p
νÑL
p
η
}fm,n}
p
L
p
ν
ě }Pωpfm,nq}
p
L
p
η
“ 2
ˆ
ω2m`1
ω2pm´nq`1
˙p
ηppm´nq`1,
and (6.1) follows. Now assume ω P pD, and take η “ ν and m “ 2n. Then (6.1) and [27,
Lemma 2.1(x)] yield
1 &
ˆ
ω4n`1
ω2n`1
˙p
νpn`1
ν3pn`1
&
νpn`1
ν3pn`1
, n P NY t0u.
Let x ě 3p` 2, and choose n P N such that pn` 1 ď x ă ppn` 1q ` 1. Then
νx ď νpn`1 . ν3pn`1 ď ν3x´3p´2 ď ν2x,
and hence ν P pD by [27, Lemma 2.1(x)]. Thus (i) is satisfied. Next assume ν P M, and take
m “ 1
2
pK`1qj and n “ 1
2
pK´1qj, where K ě 2 will be fixed later and j P N. Then m´n “ j
and m` n “ Kj, and hence (6.1) yields
C1 ě
ˆ
ωpK`1qj`1
ω2j`1
˙p
νpj`1
νpKj`1
, j P N,
with C1 “ }Pω}
p
L
p
νÑL
p
ν
. Since ν P M by the hypothesis, (2.17) shows that K “ Kpνq ą 1
can be chosen sufficiently large such that νpj`1 ě C2νpKj`1 with C2 “ C2pν,Kq ą C1 for all
j P N. It follows that
ω2j`1 ě
ˆ
C2
C1
˙ 1
p
ωpK`1qj`1, j P N. (6.2)
Let x ě K`3
K´1 , and choose j P N such that 2j ´ 1 ă x ď 2j ` 1. Then (6.2) implies
ωx ě ω2j`1 ě
ˆ
C2
C1
˙ 1
p
ωpK`1qj`1 ě
ˆ
C2
C1
˙ 1
p
ωKx,
and thus ω P M. Therefore (ii) is valid. 
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The reasoning employed in the proof of the following result offers an alternate way the show
the necessity of the condition ω P D for P`ω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω to be bounded in Theorem 9.
Proposition 20. Let 1 ă p ă 8 and ω, ν radial weights. If P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded, then
ω, ν PM. If in addition either ω P pD or ν P pD, then ω, ν P D.
Proof. Let ϕ be a positive radial function. Then Hardy’s inequality implies
P`ω pϕqpzq “ 2
ż 1
0
M1pr,B
ω
z qϕprqωprqr dr &
8ÿ
n“0
|z|n
pn` 1qω2n`1
ż 1
0
rn`1ϕprqωprq dr,
and hence the hypothesis givesż 1
0
˜
8ÿ
n“0
sn
pn` 1qω2n`1
ż 1
0
rn`1ϕprqωprq dr
¸p
νpsqs ds .
ż 1
0
ϕpsqpνpsqs ds.
Then, by choosing ϕpsq “ sKN , where K,N P N and K ě 4, we deduce
νpKN`1 &
ż 1
0
˜
8ÿ
n“0
sn
n` 1
ωn`KN`1
ω2n`1
¸p
νpsqs ds ě
ż 1
0
˜
KNÿ
n“N
sn
n` 1
ωn`KN`1
ω2n`1
¸p
νpsqs ds
ě νpKN`1
ˆ
ω2KN`1
ω2N`1
˙p˜KNÿ
n“N
1
n` 1
¸p
ě νpKN`1
ˆ
ω2KN`1
ω2N`1
˙pˆ
log
KN ` 2
N ` 1
˙p
ě νpKN`1
ˆ
ω2KN`1
ω2N`1
˙pˆ
log
K
2
˙p
,
and hence
ω2KN`1 ď
C
log K
2
ω2N`1, N P N,
for some constant C “ Cpω, ν, pq ą 0. Let now 1 `K´1 ď x ă 8, and choose N P N such
that 2N ´ 1 ď x ă 2N ` 1. Then
ωx ě ω2N`1 ě
log K
2
C
ω2KN`1 ě
log K
2
C
ωKx`K`1 ě
log K
2
C
ω2Kx, 1`K
´1 ď x ă 8.
By choosing K ě 4 sufficiently large we deduce ω PM.
To see that ν P M, choose ϕpsq “ sN for N P N. An argument similar to that above with
the trivial inequality ωn`N`1 ě ω2n`1, valid for n ě N , gives
νNp`1 &
ż 1
0
˜
KNÿ
n“N
sn
n` 1
ωn`N`1
ω2n`1
¸p
νpsqs ds ě νKNp`1
ˆ
log
K
2
˙p
, N P N, K ě 4.
By choosing K “ Kpω, ν, pq sufficiently large, we deduce ν PM.
If ω P pD, then ν P pD by Proposition 19. If ν P pD, then choose ϕpsq “ sN and K1,K2 P N
such that 2K1 ě K2 ą K1, and argue as above to deduce
νNp`1 &
ż 1
0
˜
K2Nÿ
n“K1N
sn
n` 1
ωn`N`1
ω2n`1
¸p
νpsqs ds ě
ˆ
ωK2N`N`1
ω2K1N`1
˙p˜ K2Nÿ
n“K1N
1
n` 1
¸p
νpK2N`1
ě
ˆ
ωNpK2`1q`1
ω2K1N`1
˙pˆ
log
K2N ` 2
K1N ` 1
˙p
νpK2N`1
ě
ˆ
ωNpK2`1q`1
ω2K1N`1
˙pˆ
log
K2
K1
˙p
νpK2N`1, N P N.
Since ν P pD, [27, Lemma 2.1(ii)(vi)] implies
νpK2N`1 & νNp`1
ˆ
Np` 1
NpK2 ` 1
˙γ
ě νNp`1K
´γ
2 , N P N,
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for some γ “ γpνq ą 0, and therefore
1 &
ˆ
ωNpK2`1q`1
ω2K1N`1
˙pˆ
log
K2
K1
˙p
K
´γ
2 , N P N.
The choice K1 “ 3 “ K2´ 1 gives ω5N`1 . ω6N`1 for all N P N, and it follows that ω P pD by
[27, Lemma 2.1(x)]. Therefore ω P D by Theorem 3. 
Next we describe, under mild assumptions, the pairs of radial weights pω, νq such that
P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded. One interesting feature of this result concerns the case when a
priori one knowns that ν P pD. Namely, then one does not have to know anything about the
weight that induces the maximal projection, yet the boundedness can be characterized neatly.
This means that the space under which the projection acts, imposes severe restrictions to the
inducing kernel.
Theorem 21. Let 1 ă p ă 8 and ω, ν radial weights such that either ω P pD or ν P pD. Then
P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded if and only if Mppω, νq ă 8 and ω, ν P D. Moreover,
Mppω, νq . }P
`
ω }LpνÑLpν .M
2´ 1
p
p pω, νq.
Proof. Assume that P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded and either ω P pD or ν P pD. Then ω, ν P D by
Proposition 20, and }P`ω }LpνÑLpν & Mppω, νq by [14, Proposition 3] and the last part of [27,
Lemma 2.1].
Conversely, assume that Mp “Mppω, νq ă 8 and ω, ν P D. We will show first that
sup
0ďră1
pνprq 1ppωprq
˜ż 1
r
ˆ
ωpsq
νpsq
˙p1
sνpsq ds
¸ 1
p1
.Mppω, νq ă 8. (6.3)
By [27, Lemma 2.1(ii)] we may choose β “ βpp, ωq ą 0 such that p1´ sqβpωpsq´p is essentially
decreasing. Thereforeż r
0
sνpsqpωpsqp ds & p1´ rqβpωprqp
ż r
0
sνpsq
p1´ sqβ
ds, 0 ď r ă 1.
Let M ą 1 and C ą 1 such that pνprq ě Cpν `1´ 1´r
M
˘
, and define rn “ 1 ´ M
´n for all
n P NY t0u. For r2 ď r ă 1, let m “ mprq P N such that rm ď r ă rm`1. Then
p1´ rqβ
ż r
0
sνpsq
p1´ sqβ
ds ě
ż rm
0
s
ˆ
1´ r
1´ s
˙β
νpsq ds “
m´1ÿ
n“0
ż rn`1
rn
s
ˆ
1´ r
1´ s
˙β
νpsq ds
ě
m´1ÿ
n“0
rn
ˆ
1´ rm`1
1´ rn
˙β
ppνprnq ´ pνprn`1qq
ě
m´1ÿ
n“0
rn
pC ´ 1q
Mβpm´n`1q
pνprn`1q ě ¨ ¨ ¨
ě pνprmqpC ´ 1qC´2 m´1ÿ
n“0
rn
ˆ
C
Mβ
˙m´n`1
ě pνprqpC ´ 1qC´2 m`1ÿ
j“2
rm´j`1
ˆ
C
Mβ
˙j
ě rm´1pνprqC ´ 1
M2β
ě r1pνprqC ´ 1
M2β
, r2 ď r ă 1.
Hence ż r
0
sνpsqpωpsqp ds & pνprqpωprqp , rÑ 1´,
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and (6.3) follows from the assumption Mppω, νq ă 8.
To show that P`ω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded, it suffices to consider non-negative functions
f P Lpν . For such functions P`ω pfq is subharmonic, and hence their L
p-means are increasing.
It follows that
}P`ω pfq}Lpν ď C
ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
|P`ω pfqpzq|
pνpzq dApzq, f ě 0, f P Lpν , (6.4)
for some constant C “ Cpνq ą 0. By using this we deduce
}P`ω pfq}
p
L
p
ν
.
ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
˜ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
|fpζq||Bωz pζq|ωpζq dApζq
¸p
νpzq dApzq
`
˜ż
Dp0, 1
2
q
|fpζq|ωpζq dApζq
¸p
“ Ipfq ` IIpfq.
Let now hpzq “ νpzq
1
p
|z|
1
p1
ˆş1
|z|
´
ωpsq
νpsq
¯p1
sνpsq ds
˙ 1
pp1
for all z P Dzt0u. Then an integration gives
ż 1
t
ˆ
ωpsq
hpsq
˙p1
ds “ p1
˜ż 1
t
ˆ
ωpsq
νpsq
˙p1
sνpsq ds
¸ 1
p1
. (6.5)
Ho¨lder’s inequality yields
Ipfq ď
ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
˜ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
|fpζq|phpζqp|Bωz pζq| dApζq
¸
¨
˜ż
D
|Bωz pζq|
ˆ
ωpζq
hpζq
˙p1
dApζq
¸ p
p1
νpzq dApzq,
(6.6)
where, by [25, Theorem 1(i)], (6.5), (6.3) and (5.13),
ż
D
|Bωz pζq|
ˆ
ωpζq
hpζq
˙p1
dApζq .
ż 1
0
ˆ
ωpsq
hpsq
˙p1 ˜ż s|z|
0
dtpωptqp1 ´ tq ` 1
¸
ds
“
ż |z|
0
˜ż 1
t{|z|
ˆ
ωpsq
hpsq
˙p1
ds
¸
dtpωptqp1´ tq ` 1
ď
ż |z|
0
˜ż 1
t
ˆ
ωpsq
hpsq
˙p1
ds
¸
dtpωptqp1´ tq ` 1
“ p1
ż |z|
0
˜ż 1
t
ˆ
ωpsq
νpsq
˙p1
sνpsq ds
¸ 1
p1 dtpωptqp1´ tq ` 1
.Mppω, νq
˜ż |z|
0
dtpνptq 1p p1´ tq ` 1
¸
.
Mppω, νqpνpzq 1p
(6.7)
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for all z P D. This together with (6.6), Fubini’s theorem and another application of [25,
Theorem 1(i)] gives
Ipfq .Mp´1p pω, νq
ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
˜ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
|fpζq|phpζqp|Bωz pζq| dApζq
¸
νpzqpνpzq 1p1 dApzq
.Mp´1p pω, νq
ż
DzDp0, 1
2
q
|fpζq|phpζqp
¨
˜ż 1
1
2
˜ż r|ζ|
0
dxpωpxqp1´ xq
¸
νprqrpνprq 1p1 dr
¸
dApζq.
(6.8)
We split the integral over p1
2
, 1q into two parts at |ζ|. Since ω P qD, (5.13) yieldsż 1
|ζ|
˜ż r|ζ|
0
dxpωpxqp1´ xq
¸
νprqrpνprq 1p1 dr . 1pωpζq
ż 1
|ζ|
νprqpνprq 1p1 dr “ ppνpζq
1
ppωpζq , ζ P D, (6.9)
which together with (6.3) gives
hppζq
ż 1
|ζ|
˜ż r|ζ|
0
dxpωpxqp1 ´ xq
¸
νprqrpνprq 1p1 dr
.
νpζq
|ζ|p´1
˜ż 1
|ζ|
ˆ
ωpsq
νpsq
˙p1
sνpsq ds
¸ 1
p1 pνpζq 1ppωpζq .Mppω, νqνpζq, ζ P DzD
ˆ
0,
1
2
˙
.
(6.10)
Moreover, Ho¨lder’s inequality shows that
sup
1
2
ďră1
pωprqppνprq
ż r
0
tνptqpωptqp dt .Mpp pω, νq ă 8,
and hence (5.13) yieldsż |ζ|
1
2
˜ż r|ζ|
0
dxpωpxqp1´ xq
¸
νprqrpνprq 1p1 dr .
ż |ζ|
1
2
rνprqpωprqpνprq 1p1 dr
.Mp´1p pω, νq
ż |ζ|
0
rνprq
pωprqp ´şr
0
sνpsqpωpsqp ds
¯ 1
p1
dr —Mp´1p pω, νq
˜ż |ζ|
0
sνpsqpωpsqp ds
¸ 1
p
for all ζ P DzD
`
0, 1
2
˘
. This together with the hypothesis Mppω, νq ă 8 gives
hppζq
ż |ζ|
1
2
˜ż r|ζ|
0
dxpωpxqp1´ xq
¸
νprqrpνprq 1p1 dr
.Mp´1p pω, νq
νpζq
|ζ|p´1
˜ż 1
|ζ|
ˆ
ωpsq
νpsq
˙p1
sνpsq ds
¸ 1
p1
˜ż |ζ|
0
sνpsqpωpsqp ds
¸ 1
p
.Mpp pω, νqνpζq
(6.11)
for all ζ P DzD
`
0, 1
2
˘
. Consequently, by combining (6.8), (6.10) and (6.11) we obtain Ipfq .
M
2p´1
p pω, νq}f}Lpν . Moreover, since Ho¨lder’s inequality shows that
IIpfq . }f}p
L
p
ν
¨˝ż
Dp0, 1
2
q
˜
ωpζq
νpζq
1
p
¸p1
dApζq‚˛p´1 .Mpp pω, νq}f}pLpν ,
we finally deduce }P`ω pfq}Lpν .M
2´ 1
p
p pω, νq}f}Lpν . 
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Finally, we put together all the previous results of this section to get a proof of Theorem 13.
Proof of Theorem 13. Theorem 21 shows that (iv) implies (i), which in turn implies (ii) by
Proposition 20. Assume now that Pω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded and ν P M. Since ω P pD by
the hypothesis, and D “ pD XM by Theorem 3, Proposition 19 implies ω, ν P D. Now, since
Pω : L
p
ν Ñ L
p
ν is bounded, it is easy to see that
ş1
0
ˆ
ωpsq
νpsq
1
p
˙p1
ds ă 8. Next, if mnpzq “ z
n
for all n P N Y t0u, then P ‹ωpmnqpζq “
ωpζqν2n`1
νpζqω2n`1
ζn for almost every ζ P D. Since the adjoint
operator P ‹ω : L
p1
ν Ñ L
p1
ν is bounded by the hypothesis, arguing as in [25, p. 121] we deduce
}Pω}LpνÑLpν & Appω, νq and thus (iii) is satisfied.
Assume next Appω, νq ă 8. An integration by parts and Ho¨lder’s inequality giveż r
0
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds ď
ż 1
2
0
νpsqpωpsqp ds`
ż r
1
2
νpsqpωpsqp ds
ď
pνp0qpωp1
2
qp
` p
ż r
1
2
pνpsqpωpsqp ωpsqνpsq 1p νpsq
1
ppωpsq ds
ď
pνp0qpωp1
2
qp
` 2p
ż r
1
2
s
pνpsqpωpsqp ωpsqνpsq 1p νpsq
1
ppωpsq ds
ď
pνp0qpωp1
2
qp
` 2p
¨˝ż r
1
2
s
ˆ pνpsqpωpsqp
˙p1 ˜
ωpsq
νpsq
1
p
¸p1
ds‚˛
1
p1
˜ż r
1
2
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
¸ 1
p
“
pνp0qpωp1
2
qp
` 2pIprq
1
p1
˜ż r
1
2
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
¸ 1
p
,
1
2
ă r ă 1.
(6.12)
Since Appω, νq ă 8, we have
Iprq
1
p1 ď Apppω, νq
˜ż r
1
2
σpsqpσpsqp ds
¸ 1
p1
ď
A
p
ppω, νq
pp´ 1q
1
p1
1pσprq p´1p1 , 12 ă r ă 1, (6.13)
and therefore
pσprq 1p1 ˆż r
0
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
˙ 1
p
. pσprq 1p1 `Appω, νqpσprq 1p1 ˜ 1pσprq p´1p1
¸ 1
p ˆż r
0
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
˙ 1
p2
“ pσprq 1p1 `Appω, νqpσprq 1pp1 ˆż r
0
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
˙ 1
p2
,
1
2
ă r ă 1.
Fix r0 “ r0pνq P p
1
2
, 1q such that
şr0
0
νpsq ds ą 0. Then
pσprq 1pp1q2 ˆż r
0
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
˙ 1
pp1
.
pσprq 1pp1q2´şr
0
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
¯ 1
p2
`Appω, νq
ď
pσp0q 1pp1q2´şr0
0
s
νpsqpωpsqp ds
¯ 1
p2
`Appω, νq, r0 ď r ă 1,
and it follows that Mppω, νq . A
p1
p pω, νq. Thus (iv) is satisfied. The inequalities in (1.14)
follow by Theorem 21 and the proof above. l
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7. Dual of A1ω when ω P
pD
The dual of A1ω can be idenfied with the Bloch space B via the A
2
ω-pairing if and only if
ω P D by Theorem 3. The main aim of this section is to describe pA1ωq
‹ when ω P pD, and thus
cover the case ω P pDzD by proving Theorem 4. Since ω P pD, in the statement of Theorem 4
one may replace x¨, ¨yω˝ω by the A
2
ωpω-pairing.
A vector space X Ă HpDq endowed with a quasi-norm } ¨ }X is admissible if
(1) } ¨ }X-convergence implies the uniform convergence on compact subsets of D;
(2) for each r ą 1, the uniform convergence on compact subsets of Dp0, rq implies } ¨ }X -
convergence;
(3) the function fζ defined by fζpzq “ fpζzq for all z P D satisfies }fζ}X ď }f}X for all
f P X and ζ P D.
For 0 ă q ď 8, a radial weight ω and X, being either the Hardy space Hp for some 0 ă p ď 8
or an admissible Banach space, denote
Xpq, ωq “
"
f P HpDq : }f}q
Xpq,ωq “
ż 1
0
}fr}
q
Xωprq dr ă 8
*
, 0 ă q ă 8,
and
Xp8, ωq “
"
f P HpDq : }f}Xp8,ωq “ sup
0ără1
}fr}Xpωprq ă 8* .
To prove Theorem 4 some more definitions and known results are needed. Let X0 denote
the closure of polynomials in an admissible Banach space X. An increasing sequence tλnu
8
n“0
of natural numbers is lacunary if there exists C ą 1 such that λn`1 ě Cλn for all n P N. The
next result follows from [19, Theorem 2.1] and its proof.
Theorem B. Let tλnu
8
n“0 be a lacunary sequence and N P N. Then there exists a sequence
of polynomials tPnu
8
n“0 and constants C1 “ C1ptλnu, Nq ą 0 and C2 “ C2ptλnu, Nq ą 0 such
that
f “
8ÿ
n“0
Pn ˚ f, f P HpDq; (7.1)
xPnpjq “ 0, j R rλn´1, λn`N q , λ´1 “ 0, n P NY t0u; (7.2)
››››› kÿ
n“0
Pn ˚ f
›››››
X
ď C1}f}X , f P HpDq, k P NY t0u; (7.3)
}Pn ˚ f}X ď C2}f}X , f P HpDq, n P NY t0u; (7.4)
lim
kÑ8
›››››f ´ kÿ
n“0
Pn ˚ f
›››››
X
“ 0, f P X0, (7.5)
for all admissible Banach space X and for all X “ Hp with p ą 1
N`1 .
Now, we will prove three technical lemmas in order to obtain a universal (valid for any X)
decomposition norm for Xpq, ωq, which is a key step in the proof of Theorem 4, see Theorem 25
below.
Lemma 22. Let X be an admissible Banach space or Hp with 0 ă p ď 8. Then
rn}p}X ď }pr}X ď r
m}p}X , r P p0, 1s, (7.6)
for each polynomial p “ pm,n with Maclaurin series ppzq “
řn
k“m ppkqzk.
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Proof. The case X “ Hp is [16, Lemma 3.1]. The assertion for an admissible Banach space X
follows by (7.6) with p “ 8 and [19, Proposition 1.3]: since p is a polynomial, it belongs
to X0, and hence the proposition implies
}pr}X “ }pr}X0 “ sup
 
}pr ˚ h}H8 : h P rX
0,H8s, }h}rX0,H8s ď 1
(
,
where ppr ˚ hqpzq “
řn
k“m ppkqphpkqprzqk. 
The following lemma should be compared with [19, Lemma 4.2].
Lemma 23. Let tλnu
8
n“0 be a lacunary sequence with λ´1 “ 0, and N P N, and let tPnu
8
n“0
be the associated sequence of polynomials of Theorem B. Then there exists a constant C “
Cptλnu, Nq ą 0 such that
C sup
nPNYt0u
}Pn ˚ f}Xr
λn`N ď }fr}X ď
˜
8ÿ
n“0
}Pn ˚ f}
β
Xr
λn´1β
¸ 1
β
, (7.7)
for all admissible Banach space X (with β “ 1) and for all X “ Hp with 1
N`1 ă p ă 1 (with
β “ p).
Proof. On one hand, by (7.4), (7.2) and Lemma 22,
}fr}X ě C
´1
2 }Pn ˚ fr}X “ C
´1
2 }pPn ˚ fqr}X ě C
´1
2 }Pn ˚ f}Xr
λn`N , n P NY t0u,
and the first inequality in (7.7) with C “ C´12 follows. On the other hand, (7.1), the triangle
inequality, the subadditivity of xβ for 0 ă β ă 1 and Lemma 22 together with (7.2) give
}fr}
β
X “
››››› 8ÿ
n“0
Pn ˚ fr
›››››
β
X
ď
8ÿ
n“0
}Pn ˚ fr}
β
X “
8ÿ
n“0
}pPn ˚ fqr}
β
X ď
8ÿ
n“0
}Pn ˚ f}
β
Xr
λn´1β,
which is the second inequality in (7.7). 
The next lemma is an easy consequence of [27, Lemma 2.1 (ii)].
Lemma 24. Let ω P pD. Then there exist K “ Kpωq ą 1, C “ Cpωq ą 1 and n0 “ n0pωq P
N Y t0u such that the sequence tMnu
8
n“0 defined in (5.1) satisfies that Mn`1 ě CMn for all
n ě n0.
For ω P pD, let K “ Kpωq ą 1 and n0 “ n0pωq P N Y t0u be those of Lemma 24. Define
M‹n “ Mn`n0 for all n P N Y t0u, and set M
‹
´1 “ 0. Then Lemma 24 shows that tM
‹
nu
8
n“0 is
lacunary. We will need the following generalization of (5.4).
Theorem 25. Let ω P pD, 0 ă q ď 8 and N P N Y t0u. Let K “ Kpωq ą 1 such that
tM‹nu
8
n“0 is a lacunary sequence, and let tPnu
8
n“0 be the sequence of polynomials associated
to N and tM‹nu
8
n“0 via Theorem B. Then there exist constants C1 “ C1pω, q,Nq ą 0 and
C2 “ C2pω, q,Nq ą 0 such that
C1
8ÿ
n“0
K´n}Pn ˚ f}
q
X ď }f}
q
Xpq,ωq
ď C2
8ÿ
n“0
K´n}Pn ˚ f}
q
X , 0 ă q ă 8, f P HpDq,
and
C1 sup
nPNYt0u
K´n}Pn ˚ f}X ď }f}Xp8,ωq ď C2 sup
nPNYt0u
K´n}Pn ˚ f}X , f P HpDq,
for all admissible Banach spaces X and for all X “ Hp with p ą 1
N`1 .
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that N P N. Let first 0 ă q ă 8. By Lemma 24,
there exists K “ Kpωq ą 1 such that tM‹nu
8
n“0 is lacunary, and hence there exists a sequence
tPnu
8
n“0 of polynomials associated to N and tM
‹
nu
8
n“0 via Theorem B. Further, by Lemma 23,
}f}q
Xpq,ωq ě
8ÿ
n“0
ż ρn`N`n0`1
ρn`N`n0
}fr}
q
Xωprq dr
&
8ÿ
n“0
ż ρn`N`n0`1
ρn`N`n0
˜
sup
kPNYt0u
}Pk ˚ f}
q
Xr
qM‹
k`N
¸
ωprq dr
ě
8ÿ
n“0
}Pn ˚ f}
q
X
ż ρn`N`n0`1
ρn`N`n0
rqM
‹
n`Nωprq dr —
8ÿ
n“0
}Pn ˚ f}
q
X
ż ρn`N`n0`1
ρn`N`n0
ωprq dr
—
8ÿ
n“0
K´n}Pn ˚ f}
q
X ,
which is the desired lower estimate. Lemma 23, [26, Proposition 3.2] with K “ 2α (see also
[23, Proposition 9]) and Lemma 24 give
}f}q
Xpq,ωq ď
ż 1
0
˜
8ÿ
n“0
}Pn ˚ f}
β
Xr
M‹n´1β
¸ q
β
ωprq dr
ď
ż 1
0
˜
8ÿ
n“1
}Pn ˚ f}
β
Xr
Mn´1β ` }P0 ˚ f}
β
X
¸ q
β
ωprq dr
.
ż 1
0
˜
8ÿ
n“1
}Pn ˚ f}
β
Xr
EpMn´1βq
¸ q
β
ωprq dr ` }P0 ˚ f}
q
X —
8ÿ
n“0
K´n}Pn ˚ f}
q
X ,
and thus the upper estimate is proved.
If f P Xp8, ωq, then the choice r “ ρn`N`n0 in the first inequality in (7.7) of Lemma 23,
which may be applied because of Lemma 24, gives
}f}Xp8,ωq ě }fρn`N`n0 }Xpωpρn`N`n0q & sup
jPNYt0u
}Pj ˚ f}Xρ
M‹
j`N
n`N`n0
K´n & K´n}Pn ˚ f}X
for all n P N Y t0u, and the lower estimate for }f}Xp8,ωq follows. To see the upper estimate,
write M “ supnPNYt0uK
´n}Pn ˚ f}X ă 8 for short. Then the second inequality in (7.7), [26,
Lemma 3.2] with γ “ β logK
log 2
and α “ logK
log 2
(see also [23, Lemma 8]) and [27, Lemma 2.1(ii)]
give
}fr}
β
X ďM
β
8ÿ
n“0
rM
‹
n´1βKnβ “Mβ
8ÿ
n“0
prβqM
‹
n´12nγ .Mβpωprβq´ γα
“Mβpωprβq´β .Mβpωprq´β, 0 ă r ă 1,
and the upper estimate follows. 
For n P N, let Kn denote the Cesa´ro kernel defined by Knpzq “
řn
j“0
´
1´ j
n`1
¯
zj for all
z P D, and write σnpfq “ Kn ˚ f for the Cesa´ro means of f . Recall that I
ω : HpDq Ñ HpDq is
defined by Iωpgqpzq “
ř8
k“0 pgpkqω2k`1zk for all z P D. The next result shows, in particular,
that Iω ˝ Iω is a bijection from l8log2KpX, tPnuq to l
8
´ log2K
pX, tPnuq, where l
8
s pX, tPnuq is
defined in (5.3). We shall use this observation in the proof of Theorem 4 for X “ BMOA.
Theorem 26. Let ω P pD and N “ 1. Let K “ Kpωq ą 1 such that tM‹nu8n“0 is a lacunary
sequence, and let tPnu
8
n“0 be the sequence of polynomials associated to N and tM
‹
nu
8
n“0 via
Theorem B. Then there exist constants C1 “ C1pω,Nq ą 0 and C2 “ C2pω,Nq ą 0 such that
C1}I
ωpPn ˚ gq}X ď K
´n}Pn ˚ g}X ď C2}I
ωpPn ˚ gq}X , n P NY t0u, g P HpDq, (7.8)
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for all admissible Banach space X.
Proof. The argument we employ follows the proof of [19, Lemma 5.3]. Theorem B yields
IωpPn ˚ gqpzq “
M‹
n`Nÿ
j“M‹n´1
ω2j`1xPnpjqpgpjqzj “ M‹n`Nÿ
j“M‹n´1
ω2j`1g
j
npzq, z P D, n P NY t0u,
where gpzq “
ř8
j“0 pgpjqzj and gjnpzq “ xPnpjqpgpjqzj for all n P NY t0u. Write Gjn “ řjm“0 gmn
for short. Then Gkn ” 0 for all k ă M
‹
n´1 by Theorem B, and hence a summation by parts
gives
IωpPn ˚ gq “
M‹
n`N´1ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3qG
j
n ` ω2M‹n`N`1 pPn ˚ gq , n P NY t0u. (7.9)
Now σkpPn ˚ gq ” 0 for k ăM
‹
n´1, and hence a direct calculation yields
M‹n`N´1ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3qG
j
n
“
M‹
n`N´1ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3q rpj ` 1qσjpPn ˚ gq ´ jσj´1pPn ˚ gqs
“
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
rpω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3q ´ pω2j`3 ´ ω2j`5qs pj ` 1qσjpPn ˚ gq
` pω2M‹
n`N´1
´ ω2M‹
n`N`1
qM‹n`NσM‹n`N´1pPn ˚ gq, n P NY t0u,
which together with (7.9) gives
IωpPn ˚ gq “
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
rpω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3q ´ pω2j`3 ´ ω2j`5qs pj ` 1qσjpPn ˚ gq
` pω2M‹
n`N´1
´ ω2M‹
n`N`1
qM‹n`NσM‹n`N´1pPn ˚ gq
` ω2M‹n´1`1pPn ˚ gq, n P NY t0u.
(7.10)
Next, the X-norm of the three terms appearing on the right hand side of (7.10) will be
estimated separately. First, write ωtβupzq “ p1 ´ |z|
2qβωpzq for all β P R and z P D, and use
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[19, Theorem 2.2] and [27, Lemma 2.1(vi)] to deduce
››››››
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
rpω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3q ´ pω2j`3 ´ ω2j`5qs pj ` 1qσjpPn ˚ gq
››››››
X
ď
M‹
n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
rpω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3q ´ pω2j`3 ´ ω2j`5qs pj ` 1q }σjpPn ˚ gq}X
ď }Pn ˚ g}X
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
rpω2j`1 ´ ω2j`3q ´ pω2j`3 ´ ω2j`5qs pj ` 1q
“ }Pn ˚ g}X
M‹
n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pωt2uq2j`1pj ` 1q
“ }Pn ˚ g}X
ż 1
0
¨˝
M‹
n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pj ` 1qr2j`1‚˛p1´ r2q2ωprq dr
ď }Pn ˚ g}X
ż 1
0
rM
‹
n´1`1
˜
8ÿ
j“0
pj ` 1qrj
¸
p1´ r2q2ωprq dr
ď 4 }Pn ˚ g}X
ż 1
0
rM
‹
n´1`1ωprq dr — K´n }Pn ˚ g}X , n P NY t0u.
(7.11)
Second, by [19, Theorem 2.2] and (3.3),
›››pω2M‹
n`N´1
´ ω2M‹
n`N`1
qM‹n`NσM‹n`N´1pPn ˚ gq
›››
X
ď 2pωr1sqM‹n`NM
‹
n`N }Pn ˚ g}X
. ωM‹
n`N
}Pn ˚ g}X — K
´n }Pn ˚ g}X , n P NY t0u.
(7.12)
Therefore, by combining (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12), the first inequality in (7.8) follows.
An argument similar to that in (7.10) gives
Pn ˚ g “
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
”
pω´12j`1 ´ ω
´1
2j`3q ´ pω
´1
2j`3 ´ ω
´1
2j`5q
ı
pj ` 1qσjI
ωpPn ˚ gq
` pω´12M‹
n`N´1
´ ω´12M‹
n`N`1
qM‹n`NσM‹n`N´1I
ωpPn ˚ gq
` ω´12M‹n´1`1
IωpPn ˚ gq, n P NY t0u.
(7.13)
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By [19, Theorem 2.2], [27, Lemma 2.1(vi)], Lemma 24 and (3.3),››››››
M‹
n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
”
pω´12j`1 ´ ω
´1
2j`3q ´ pω
´1
2j`3 ´ ω
´1
2j`5q
ı
pj ` 1qσj pI
ωpPn ˚ gqq
››››››
X
ď }IωpPn ˚ gq}X
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
ˇˇˇ
pω´12j`1 ´ ω
´1
2j`3q ´ pω
´1
2j`3 ´ ω
´1
2j`5q
ˇˇˇ
pj ` 1q
“ }IωpPn ˚ gq}X
M‹
n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ωt2u
˘
2j`1
ω2j`5 ´
`
ωt1u
˘
2j`3
´`
ωt1u
˘
2j`1
`
`
ωt1u
˘
2j`3
¯
ω2j`1ω2j`3ω2j`5
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ pj ` 1q
ď }IωpPn ˚ gq}X
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pj ` 1q
˜
pωt2uq2j`1
ω2j`1ω2j`3
` 2
pωt1uq
2
2j`1
ω2j`1ω2j`3ω2j`5
¸
. }IωpPn ˚ gq}X K
2n
M‹
n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pj ` 1qpωt2uq2j`1 ` }I
ωpPn ˚ gq}X
M‹
n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pωt1uq2j`1
ω2j`3ω2j`5
. }IωpPn ˚ gq}X
¨˝
Kn `K2n
M‹n`N´2ÿ
j“M‹n´1
pωt1uq2j`3‚˛. Kn }IωpPn ˚ gq}X , n P NY t0u,
and ›››pω´12M‹
n`N´1
´ ω´12M‹
n`N`1
qM‹n`NσM‹n`N´1I
ωpPn ˚ gq
›››
X
ď }IωpPn ˚ gq}X
pωt1uq2M‹n`N´1
ω2M‹
n`N´1
ω2M‹
n`N`1
M‹n`N
. }IωpPn ˚ gq}X
1
ω2M‹
n`N`1
— Kn }IωpPn ˚ gq}X , n P NY t0u,
which together with (7.13) gives the right hand side of (7.8). 
Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. First observe that
`
A1ω
˘‹
can be identified with rA1ω,H
8s “ rA1ω,As via
the H2-pairing with equality of norms by [19, Proposition 1.3]. For N “ 1, let tPnu
8
n“0 be the
polynomials constructed in Theorem 25 such that
A1ω “ ℓ
1
log2 K
pH1, tPnuq and BMOAp8, ωq “ ℓ
8
log2K
pBMOA, tPnuq (7.14)
with equivalent norms, where lqspX, tPnuq and l
8
s pX, tPnuq are defined in (5.2) and (5.3). It
follows from [19, Theorem 5.4] and the fact pH1q‹ » rH1,H8s “ BMOA via the H2-pairing
that
rℓ1log2KpH
1, tPnuq,H
8s “ ℓ8´ log2KprH
1,H8s, tPnuq “ ℓ
8
´ log2K
pBMOA, tPnuq (7.15)
with equivalent norms. Therefore, by combining (7.14) and (7.15) we deduce`
A1ω
˘‹
» ℓ8´ log2KpBMOA, tPnuq (7.16)
via the H2-pairing with equivalence of norms. Now Theorem 26 implies
}pIω ˝ IωqpPn ˚ gq}BMOA — K
´2n}Pn ˚ g}BMOA, n P NY t0u, g P HpDq,
and hence
}pIω ˝ Iωqpgq}ℓ8´ log2KpBMOA,tPnuq
“ sup
n
Kn}pIω ˝ IωqpPn ˚ gq}BMOA
— sup
n
K´n}Pn ˚ g}BMOA — }g}BMOAp8,ωq, g P HpDq,
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by Theorem 25. Therefore Iω ˝ Iω is an isomorphism from BMOAp8, ωq onto the space
ℓ8´ log2 K
pBMOA, tPnuq. This together with (7.16) finishes the proof. l
8. Further comments and open problems
In this section we discuss two open problems closely related to the results presented in this
paper, and pose conjectures on them. The first problem concerns Littlewood-Paley estimates
and the second the boundedness of the Bergman projection Pω on L
p
ω.
8.1. Littlewood-Paley estimates. Theorem 5 shows that the Littlewood-Paley formula
}f}p
A
p
ω
—
ż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q|p, f P HpDq,
is valid for some (equivalently for each) 0 ă p ă 8 and k P N if and only if ω P D. Moreover,
if — is replaced by &, then the characterizing condition is ω P pD by Theorem 6. We next
discuss the question of when
}f}p
A
p
ω
.
ż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q|p, f P HpDq. (8.1)
It follows from the proof of Theorem 5 that (8.1) holds for each 0 ă p ă 8 and k P N if ω P qD,
and conversely, ω P M is a necessary condition for (8.1) to hold. However, qD is a proper
subclass of M by Proposition 14. Even if we cannot confirm that ω PM is the characterizing
condition in general, we can say that this is indeed the case if p is even.
Proposition 27. Let ω be a radial weight and p “ 2n for some n P N. Then there exists a
constant C “ Cpω, pq ą 0 such that
}f}p
A
p
ω
ď C
ˆż
D
|f 1pzq|pp1´ |z|qpωpzq dApzq ` |fp0q|p
˙
, f P HpDq. (8.2)
if and only if ω P M.
Proof. If (8.2) is satisfied then ω P M by the proof of Theorem 5. Conversely, let ω P M.
Then ωx . x
ppωrpsqx for any 0 ă p ă 8 and for all 1 ď x ă 8 by (2.16), and this for p “ 2
together with Parseval’s relation gives (8.2) for p “ 2. Let now p “ 2n for n P Nzt1u. We may
assume, without loss of generality, that f P H8 and fp0q “ 0. Let g “ fn. Then Ho¨lder’s
inequality gives
}f}2nA2nω “ }g}
2
A2ω
.
ż
D
|g1pzq|2p1´ |z|q2ωpzq dApzq
—
ż
D
|fpzq|2pn´1q|f 1pzq|2p1´ |z|q2ωpzq dApzq
ď
ˆż
D
|fpzq|2nωpzq dApzq
˙ n´1
n
ˆż
D
|f 1pzq|2np1´ |z|q2nωpzq dApzq
˙ 1
n
,
from which (8.2) follows. 
It is obviously Parseval’s relation that makes things click in the proof, and it seems non-
trivial to circumvent the difficulties caused by the absence of such identities in the case when p
is not even.
In view of our findings on Littlewood-Paley estimates, and also by Theorems 1 and 2, it is
natural to pose the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 1. Let ω be a radial weight, 0 ă p ă 8 and k P N. Then there exists a constant
C “ Cpω, pq ą 0 such that
}f}p
A
p
ω
ď C
ż
D
|f pkqpzq|pp1´ |z|qkpωpzq dApzq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
|f pjqp0q|p, f P HpDq,
if and only if ω PM.
It is enough to consider the case k “ 1 because ω P M implies ωrβs P M for each β ą 0 as
is seen by using the characterization (2.18) of M.
8.2. Boundedness of the Bergman projection. Let ω be a radial weight and 1 ă p ă 8.
Theorem 7 shows that ω P pD is a sufficient condition for Pω : Lpω Ñ Lpω to be bounded, and
the reverse Ho¨lder’s inequality
ω
1
p
np`1ω
1
p1
np1`1 . ω2n`1, n P N, (8.3)
is necessary by a result due to Dostanic´ [11]. Let Dp denote the class of radial weights
satisfying (8.3). Then obviously Dp “ Dp1 , and Dp Ă Dq for 1 ă p ă q ă 2 as it is natural
to expect. An integration by parts shows that ωx “ xpωx´1, and it follows that ω P Dp if and
only if pω P Dp. An analogous observation is valid for the class pD as well because ω P pD if
and only if ωx . ω2x. Therefore ω P Dp if and only if the condition (iii) in Proposition 17 is
satisfied for pω in place of ω. The case p “ 1 of this condition reads as
1pω2n`1
ż 1
0
fprqr2n`1pωprq dr . 1pωn`1
ż 1
0
fprqrn`1pωprq dr, f P L1pωpr0, 1qq, f ě 0. (8.4)
Each weight pω P pD satisfies this condition by [27, Lemma 2.1(ix)]. Conversely, by testing (8.4)
with fprq “ pωprq´1, it follows that (8.4) is actually a characterization of pD. This observation
makes pD a natural candidate for the class D1. However, throughout the paper we have solved
several problems whose solutions are independent on p. Moreover, Theorem 11 ensures that
Pω : L
p
ω Ñ D
p
ω,k is bounded if and only if ω P
pD. Therefore we pose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2. Let ω be a radial weight and 1 ă p ă 8. Then Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded if
and only if ω P pD.
In the introduction we claimed that each ω P Dp admitting sufficient regularity must belong
to pD. Now we will make this statement rigorous. For a radial weight ω with pωprq ą 0 for all
0 ď r ă 1, define Lωpxq “ ´ log ωx. Further, denote ωpβqprq “ ωprq
`
log 1
r
˘β
for all r P p0, 1q
and 0 ă β ă 8. Then L1ωpxq “
`
ωp1q
˘
x
{ωx and
L2ωpxq “ ´
`
ωp2q
˘
x
ωx
`
˜`
ωp1q
˘
x
ωx
¸2
“ L1ωpxq
´
L1ωpxq ´ L
1
ωp1q
pxq
¯
ď 0, 0 ă x ă 8, (8.5)
because
`
ωp1q
˘2
x
ď
`
ωp2q
˘
x
ωx by Ho¨lder’s inequality. Therefore Lω is an increasing unbounded
concave function. Moreover, L1ω is decreasing and limxÑ8L
1
ωpxq “ 0. This applied to ω
and ωp1q together with (8.5) shows that also limxÑ8L
2
ωpxq “ 0. Further, note that if ϕ is
decreasing such that Rx{ϕpxq Ñ 8, as xÑ8, for R P p0, 1q sufficiently large, then
ωx
ϕpxq
ě
Rxpω pRq
ϕpxq
Ñ 8, xÑ8.
The function ϕpxq “ ϕr,βpxq “ r
x plog xqβ satisfies Rx{ϕpxq Ñ 8 for each 0 ă r ă R ă 1 and
0 ă β ă 8. This shows that ωx is much larger than ϕpxq for big x, and thus the decay of ωx
is severely restricted for every radial weight.
Obviously, ω P pD if and only if lim supxÑ8 pLωpKxq ´ Lωpxqq ă 8 for some (equivalently
for each) K ą 1. The next lemma characterizes pD in terms of higher order derivatives of Lω.
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Lemma 28. Let ω be a radial weight such that pωprq ą 0 for all 0 ă r ă 1. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) ω P pD;
(ii) lim sup
xÑ8
xL1ωpxq ă 8;
(iii) ´ lim sup
xÑ8
x2L2ωpxq ă 8;
(iv) lim sup
xÑ8
x2
`
L1ωpxq
2 ´ L2ωpxq
˘
ă 8;
(v) lim sup
xÑ8
x3
`
L3ωpxq ` L
1
ωpxq
3 ´ 3L1ωpxqL
2
ωpxq
˘
ă 8;
(vi) lim sup
xÑ8
x3L3ωpxq ă 8.
Proof. Obviously (iv) implies (iii). Further, (iii) yields
L1ωpxq ´ L
1
ωpyq “
ż y
x
`
´L2ωpsq
˘
ds .
1
x
´
1
y
, 1 ď x ď y,
and hence
xL1ωpxq . xL
1
ωpyq ` 1´
x
y
Ñ 1, y Ñ8,
because L1ωpyq Ñ 0 as y Ñ 8. Thus (ii) is satisfied. Furthermore,
`
ωp1q
˘
x
—
`
ωr1s
˘
x
for all
x uniformly bounded away from zero, and hence (3.3) with β “ 1 shows that (i) and (ii) are
equivalent. In a similar manner,
x2
`
L1ωpxq
2 ´ L2ωpxq
˘
“ x2
`
ωp2q
˘
x
ωx
— x2
`
ωr2s
˘
x
ωx
, xÑ8,
and hence (3.3) with β “ 2 shows that (i) and (iv) are equivalent. Since`
ωp3q
˘
x
ωx
“ L3ωpxq ` L
1
ωpxq
3 ´ 3L1ωpxqL
2
ωpxq,
in a similar manner one shows that (i) and (v) are equivalent by (3.3) with β “ 3. Thus (i)-(v)
are equivalent. Therefore, if ω P pD, then x3L3ωpxq . 1. This in turn implies
L2ωpyq ´ L
2
ωpxq “
ż y
x
L3ωpsq ds .
1
x2
´
1
y2
, 1 ď x ď y,
and therefore
x2L2ωpyq ´ x
2L2ωpxq ď C
˜
1´
ˆ
x
y
˙2¸
.
By letting y Ñ8, we deduce ´x2L2ωpxq ď C, which gives (iii). 
Let us look at the condition ω P Dp with 1 ă p ă 2 in terms of Lω:
pωpxq
1
p
`
ωp1x
˘ 1
p1 ď eCω2x ðñ
1
p
log ωpx `
1
p1
log ωp1x ď C ` logω2x
ðñ hppxq “ log
1
ω2x
´
1
p
log
1
ωpx
´
1
p1
log
1
ωp1x
“
1
p
pLωp2xq ´ Lωppxqq ´
1
p1
`
Lωpp
1xq ´ Lωp2xq
˘
“
1
p
ż 2x
px
L1ωptq dt´
1
p1
ż p1x
2x
L1ωptq dt ď C.
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The change of variable s “ p
p1
t` x
´
1´ p
p1
¯
gives
hppxq “
1
p
ż 2x
px
L1ωptq dt´
1
p
ż 2x
px
L1ω
ˆ
p1
p
s` x
ˆ
1´
p1
p
˙˙
ds
“
1
p
ż 2x
px
¨˝ż p1
p
t`x
´
1´ p
1
p
¯
t
`
´L2ωpsq
˘
ds‚˛dt,
where
2x ď
p1
p
t` x
ˆ
1´
p1
p
˙
ď p1x.
Thus ω P Dp if and only if
lim sup
xÑ8
1
p
ż 2x
px
¨˝ż p1
p
t`x
´
1´ p
1
p
¯
t
`
´L2ωpsq
˘
ds‚˛dt ă 8. (8.6)
With the aid of this observation we can prove Corollary 8.
Proof of Corollary 8 If ω P pD, then Pω : Lpω Ñ Lpω is bounded by Theorem 7. Conversely, if
Pω : L
p
ω Ñ L
p
ω is bounded, then ω P Dp. If in addition (1.9) is satisfied, then it follows that
ωxp . ωpp`εqx, and thus ω P pD. Moreover, by estimating the double integral on the left-hand
side of (8.6) downwards toż 2`p
2
x
px
˜ż 2x
2`p
2
x
`
´L2ωpsq
˘
ds
¸
dt “
´
1´
p
2
¯
x
ż 2x
2`p
2
x
`
´L2ωpsq
˘
ds, (8.7)
and using the hypothesis (1.10), we deduce y2L2ωpyq . 1, and thus ω P
pD by Lemma 28. l
Recall that L1ω ě 0 and L
2
ω ď 0. If L
3
ω ě 0 or L
2
ω is simply essentially increasing, then (1.10)
is trivially satisfied for the choice x “ xpyq “ 2
2`py, and thus ω P Dp if and only if ω P
pD in
this case.
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